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1. INTRODUCTION
1159 Rome. Pope Adrian IV, the first English Pope, lay in
agony in his bed, fever spread across his face like a shroud.
He had spent his short time in the Vatican trying in vain to
assert his authority over the Catholic powers of Europe. On
this day, as he lay dying, the papers he had drawn up for the
excommunication of the Holy Roman Emperor remain strewn
across his desk unsigned. Many in the Church openly question
whether his successor can hold Europe together. Adrian's
pained breathing fades to weak groaning and then stops
altogether. The Pope is dead. The College of Cardinals is in
session.
Gregory. One hundred years earlier, Papal elections were
a less fixed business. The Holy Roman Emperor or other
secular ruler often chose the Bishop of Rome based on his
belief that the new leader of the Church would do his bidding.
It seemed only fair. These rich powerful men were the ones
giving the land for churches to be built and for the churchmen
to lead their lives. Why should they not have some say over
who served office? Enter Pope Gregory VII (1073-85). A
group of ecclesiastical reformers, soon known as 'Gregorians,'
argued vehemently that churchmen should freely choose other
churchmen. Despite opposition in the form of written, verbal, and even physical abuse, reform started to take place.
By 1170, the year that marks the starting date of this variant, the College of Cardinals was responsible for the
Pope's election. Senior churchmen now gather from across Catholic Europe to elect their new leader.
Of Church and Kings. This is not to say Europe’s Catholic monarchs are without a say. Though none have gone
as far as Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV’s invasion of Rome one hundred years ago, the kings of Europe still use
their wealth and power to influence the College. They do so because each of them knows he could manipulate the
affairs of a continent if only he could ensure the College of Cardinals invests into office a Pope sympathetic to his
cause. In response to real or perceived attacks on the Church’s sanctity, Church leaders have at various times and
in various places resorted to excommunicating those monarchs they deem have violated Church laws. The stigma
associated with excommunication makes it a punishment all seek to avoid.
Of Rivals. Powerful Catholic rulers are not the only threat to the Church’s autonomy and privileges, however.
Rival claimants to the Papacy periodically spring up from within the Church. Settling the issue of legitimacy
invariably results in bloodshed. To the Orthodox east, the self-appointed heirs of Rome claim the true mantle of
Christian leadership. In the south, aggressive Saracen leaders seek to convert non-believers to their own faith while
acquiring new lands.
Can a new Pope unite his peoples and prevail against these threats or will Catholic Christendom implode,
thereby making way for a new world of Orthodox or Islamic power, culture, and all that comes with it?
Welcome to the world of the College of Cardinals.
College of Cardinals is a Diplomacy variant for twelve players set in Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa
during the late 12th century. The variant recreates the political and religious dynamics that would combine to make
the Crusader era one of the most significant in both European and Middle Eastern histories. The names of many of
the great men who participated in the Crusades, a cast that included Frederick Barbarossa, Richard the Lionheart,
and Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn, still resonate today.
Each player represents a Monarch from one of the twelve great Dynasties that reigned in one of the Major Realms
of the day: the Almohads of the Almohad Caliphate, the Plantagenets of the Kingdom of England, the Ayyubids of
the Ayyubid Sultanate, the Anscarids of the Kingdom of Castile, the Komnenos of the Eastern Roman Empire, the
Capetians of the Kingdom of France, the Hohenstaufens of the Kingdom of Germany, the Arpads of the Kingdom
of Hungary, the Piasts of the Duchy of Masovia, the Rurikids of Kievan Rus’, the Hautevilles of the Kingdom of
Sicily, and the Zengids of the Zengid Emirate (see Section 8. THE MAJOR PROTAGONISTS).
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The goal of each Monarch is to create an empire so large that no one can question his or her worldly supremacy. In
game terms, this translates to control of eighteen supply centers (SCs) (see Section 6. VICTORY CONDITIONS).
To best capture the dynamics that make the Crusader era so fascinating, College of Cardinals makes use of
several special rules (see Section 2. SPECIAL RULES). These include:
• Armed minor realms. Each of the twenty-seven minor realms has a unit (one minor realm has two!). These
units prevent the Major Realms from simply moving in without opposition. Monarchs will discover that the minor
realms have a lot to say about what goes on around them.
• Diplomacy Points (DPs). DPs represent resources (e.g., political clout, military strength, treasure) at the
disposal of each Monarch. Monarchs use DPs to gain control of minor realm units, foment rebellions in neighboring
realms, and prevent rebellions at home. Catholic Monarchs also use DPs to influence the actions of Crusader armies
and to show fealty to the Church.
• The “Religious Rule.” This rule reflects the bitter enmity that is at the heart of relations between the three great
religions (Latin Catholicism, Islam, and Eastern Orthodoxy) that vie for supremacy in the College of Cardinals
world. The Religious Rule restricts what Monarchs of one faith may order the unit of a minor realm of a different
faith to do.
• The Holy Roman Empire. The Empire consisted of the Kingdom of Germany, the Kingdom of Arelat, the
Kingdom of Bohemia, the Kingdom of Italy, and numerous other territories. As the Pope’s designated heir to
Rome’s glorious legacy, the Holy Roman Emperor held special place amongst Catholic Monarchs. There are
troubles in the Empire, however. Imperial cities in Italy are in open rebellion against the Emperor’s authority. The
Emperor’s most powerful subordinate is refusing to answer a call to arms. Most significantly, the Emperor is never
far from the Pope’s thoughts, as only the Emperor has the stature and capability to mount a serious attack on the
Church’s ability to invest its own leaders.
• Rebellions. Realpolitik existed in the Crusader Era. With the proper inducement from a foreign realm such as
arms, funds, or promises of direct intervention, local nobles would declare vows to their sovereign void and
announce their loyalty to a new lord. This was especially true if the intervening foreign realm once controlled the
area in question.
• The Papacy. In today’s increasingly secular Western world, it is hard to comprehend the power, prestige, and
influence the Pope once held, especially in Catholic Europe. He had the ability to protect realms from the “selfserving” attacks of their Catholic neighbors, arbitrate military matters between Catholic protagonists, invest bishops
to high offices in areas where he deemed the local noble was following policies inimical to the Church, demand
Catholic nobles engage in crusades to protect or expand the interests of Catholic Christians, and punish even the
mightiest temporal rulers for deviations from Church law. Just as the office of the Papacy was arguably at the center
of any narrative on Medieval Catholic Europe, the position of the Pope is a vital component of this variant. Each
Monarch in charge of a Catholic realm also plays a Cardinal in the College of Cardinals, the body that selects a new
Pope each decade. Control of the Papacy can have significant consequences for all the Monarchs in the game.
The addition of these special rules unquestionably makes College of Cardinals more complex than classic
Diplomacy. Because of this, College of Cardinals may not appeal to everyone, particularly those Hobby
enthusiasts who believe classic Diplomacy’s elegant simplicity is what makes the game so special. There is good
news, however, for the players who find the brief summation of the special rules intriguing and continue to read on.
Consider:
- The new mechanisms the designers introduced are not so radical that they are unable to work seamlessly within
the context of a familiar classic Diplomacy contest. The four basic phases (i.e., Turn 1 moves, Turn 2 retreats, Turn
3 moves, Turn 4 retreats/adjustments… repeat cycle until game ends) are still in place. The significant change is
that the non-move phases have more activities in them that might impact on the Monarchs in charge of Catholic
Realms. This means the non-move phases will often require Catholic Monarchs to have the same level of interaction
that they have during move phases.
- The players remain the sole drivers of the game. There are no dice or deck driven events. There are also no
charts or tables that players need to reference to determine results and no score keeping other than the simple
counting of controlled SCs.
- College of Cardinals’ special rules create more opportunities for skilled negotiators to test their abilities. What
is not to like about increased prospects for duplicity and mischief?
It is time to get started. The Holy Land awaits!
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2. SPECIAL RULES
A quick reference summary
The game’s turns: (rule 2a)
• Spring = Early decade (e.g. early 1170s)
• Summer = Mid decade
• Autumn = Late decade
• Winter = End decade (any SC can be built in, not just starting ones (rule 2c)
The game’s characters:
• As in classic Diplomacy, each player represents the Monarch of his/her realm (rule 2b).
• Each Catholic realm also has a Cardinal. Catholic Monarchs tells their Cardinal who to vote for in
the papal election that takes place each end decade turn (rule 2j).
• The Cardinal with the most votes becomes Pope. The corresponding Monarch now influences the
Pope, and controls the Pope’s special powers.
• Unlike classic Diplomacy’s defenseless minor powers, each of the game’s Minor Realms also has
its own army or navy (rule 2d).
Diplomacy points (DPs): (rule 2e)
• DPs represent a Monarch’s financial and political resources.
• Monarchs “spend” DPs during Early Decade and Late Decade turns.
• Each Monarch may “spend” as many DPs per turn as they have SCs (up to three).
• The Holy Roman Emperor receives a bonus of one DP each turn (rule 2i).
Uses of DPs:
• Minors
• Rebellions
•
•

Tithes
Crusades

Bid to tell minor realms what to do with their units (rules 2f and 2g).
Cause another monarch’s vassals to resist his/her rule (rule 2h).
Keep the player’s own vassals in check (rule 2h).
Pay 1DP to the Pope or face excommunication (Catholic Monarchs only) (rule 2l).
Influence crusader units (Catholic Monarchs only) (rule 2q).

The Pope:
• Controls Rome’s army (rule 2m).
• Settles disputes between rivals for the title of Holy Roman Emperor (rule 2i).
• Submits the default orders for every Catholic minor unit. The GM uses these orders unless other
Monarchs overrule the Pope with their DPs (rule 2o).
• May issue a Papal Bull each Mid or End Decade turn, depending on how many DPs worth of tithes he
received during the preceding turn. Papal Bulls call for:
o Protection (3 DPs required) – a catholic single SC power is protected from the other catholic
monarchs in the following turn (rule 2p).
o Arbitration (4 DPs required) – two Catholic Monarchs may not attack each other in the following
turn (rule 2p).
o Investiture (5 DPs required) – nobles in a Catholic SC revolt against their Monarch on religious
grounds the following turn unless the Monarch keeps them in check (rule 2p, and also 2h).
o Crusade (various conditions) – Catholics Monarchs are encouraged to raise Crusader armies to send
to Outremer to liberate a holy city (rule 2q).
o Excommunication Catholic Monarchs who violate Church law face exclusion from Catholic
communion and loss of loyalty by some subordinate nobles (rule 2r).
• The raising of an antipope (rule 2k) or a successful attack on Rome can render the Pope ineffective and/or
dislodge him (rule 2n).
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a. Turn Sequence. Given the insertion of several special rules into College of Cardinals, it is important that
Monarchs understand the sequence in which events occur. A reference accompanies each new requirement so
that Monarchs can look up the special rule involved and become familiar with its provisions.
(1) Classic Diplomacy turns represent the seasons of a year: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter. College of
Cardinals measures time differently. Instead of turns representing the seasons of a year, the turns represent the
quarters of a decade: Early, Mid, Late, and End. The first turn in College of Cardinals is Early 1170s moves.
This turn is followed by Mid-1170s retreats, Late 1170s moves, and End 1170s retreats and adjustments. One
decade of play having passed, the cycle of turns begins again in a new game decade.
(2) The paragraphs that follow address the order of events in each turn. They list all possible events that
could occur in a variety of circumstances. Only those in bold are sure to happen each turn. The specific rules that
apply to the listed event appear in parentheses.
(3) If the referenced conditions apply, several events may occur in the Early Decade and Late Decade turns
in addition to normal movement.
• The GM builds the minor unit of an SC that has rebelled (see 2h(4))
• Unit movement occurs. If a crusade is ongoing, Crusader army deployment (see 2q(4)) or Crusader army
movement (see 2q(5)) occur simultaneously with regular unit movement.
• The GM automatically disbands dislodged minor realm units (see 5b), Crusader armies that fail to
successfully deploy to their destination space (see 2q(4)), and dislodged Crusader armies (see 2q(5)(e)).
(4) In addition to retreats, several events that affect only Catholic Majors may occur within the Mid-Decade
turn if the referenced conditions apply. Note that Monarchs may make portions of their Mid-Decade orders
conditional on the results of those events that occur earlier in sequence. Mid-Decade events occur in the order
shown below.
• Retreats, if any, occur.
• The Holy Roman Emperor recommits to the Pope and dismisses the antipope (see 2k(1)).
• The Pope issues a Papal Bull that declares a crusade (see 2q).
• The Pope issues a Papal Bull that grants protection (see 2p(1)(a)), arbitrates a conflict (see 2p(1)(b)), or
invests a Bishop (see 2p(1)(c)).
• Mid-Decade adjustments occur.
- The GM disbands a successful Crusader army and builds a new minor realm army (see 5b).
- The GM disbands a Crusader army that fails to end the crusade Movement/Attack Phase in an SC (see
2q(5)(f)).
- The GM builds the appropriate minor realm unit in the SC in which the Pope invests a new Bishop (see
2p(3)).
- The Monarch who deployed a Crusader army that disbanded rebuilds a normal army (see 2q(4)(j),
2q(5)(e), 2q(5)(f), and 2q(6)(b)).
• The Pope issues a Papal Bull that excommunicates one or more Catholic Monarchs who violated Church law
(see 2r).
• The Holy Roman Emperor declares his frustration with the Pope and invests an antipope (see 2k(1)).
• The Catholic Monarch who controls Rome invests an antipope (see 2k(2)).
(5) In addition to retreats and adjustments based on SC control, several events that affect only Catholic
Majors may occur within the End Decade turn if the referenced conditions apply. Note that Monarchs may make
portions of their End Decade orders conditional on the results of those events that occur earlier in sequence. End
Decade events occur in the order shown below.
• Retreats, if any, occur. The GM confirms control of SCs.
• The Holy Roman Emperor loses his or her imperial status (see 2i(3)). An antipope the defrocked Holy
Roman Emperor invested disappears.
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• The Pope issues a Papal Bull that declares a crusade (see 2q).
• The Pope issues a Papal Bull that grants protection (see 2p(1)(a)), arbitrates a conflict (see 2p(1)(b)), or
invests a Bishop (see 2p(1)(c)).
• End Decade adjustments occur.
- Monarchs build or disband units based on the number of SCs they control.
- The GM rebuilds the disbanded unit of an uncontrolled minor realm (see 5b).
- The Catholic Monarch who liberated Rome disbands his or her unit in Rome and rebuilds it elsewhere (see
2n(5)).
- The GM rebuilds the Papal army (see 2n(3) and 2n(5)).
- The GM disbands a successful Crusader army and builds a new minor realm army (see 2q(6)(b)).
- The GM disbands a Crusader army that fails to end the crusade Movement/Attack Phase in an SC (see
2q(5)(f)).
- The GM builds the appropriate minor realm unit in the SC in which the Pope invests a new Bishop (see
2p(3)).
- The Monarch who deployed a Crusader army that disbanded rebuilds a normal army (see 2q(4)(j),
2q(5)(e), 2q(5)(f), and 2q(6)(b)).
• The Pope dies (see 2j(3)).
• The College of Cardinals elects a new Pope (see 2j).
• The Pope issues a Papal Bull that excommunicates one or more Catholic Monarchs who violated Church law
(see 2r).
• The Pope crowns a new Holy Roman Emperor (see 2i(4)).
• The Holy Roman Emperor declares his frustration with the Pope and invests an antipope (see 2k(1)).
• The Catholic Monarch who controls Rome invests an antipope (see 2k(2)).

Figure 1 – Summary of Turn Sequence
b. Monarchs and Cardinals. The twelve players each represent a Monarch (i.e., emperor, king, sultan, etc.)
who heads the Dynasty in charge of one of the Major Realms vying for supremacy in the College of
Cardinals world. In this capacity, each player oversees the diplomatic and military activities of his or her realm
just as the player would in a classic Diplomacy game.
Each of the seven players in charge of a Catholic Major simultaneously represents a Cardinal from that realm.
In this capacity, each player from a Catholic Major is a voting member of the College of Cardinals. The College
of Cardinals is the body that meets during each End Decade turn to select a new Pope (see 2j).
c. Builds in Controlled SCs (Chaos Builds). The concept of home SCs, a critical component of classic
Diplomacy, does not exist in College of Cardinals. Instead, every SC a Monarch controls is a “home” SC for
that Monarch. This means that Monarchs may build units during the End Decade turn in any of the SCs they
control.
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d. Minor Realm Units.
(1) Unlike the minor powers in classic Diplomacy, which do not have units, the minor realms in College of
Cardinals each have either an army or a fleet, except for the Cuman-Kipchak Confederation, which starts with
two armies. Section 5 (The Minor Realms) specifies what type of unit each minor realm has. All minor realm
units are green.
(2) Minor realm units prevent Monarchs from simply moving units into empty minor realm spaces and
gaining control of minor realm SCs. To occupy an unconquered minor realm, a Monarch must move his or her
unit into the minor realm with support from another unit.
(3) If a Monarch’s unit attacks a minor realm and dislodges the minor realm’s unit, the GM immediately
disbands the minor realm unit. If a Monarch moves a unit into an unconquered minor realm and then either
moves, retreats, or disbands that unit before the Monarch establishes control of the minor realm (see 5b), the GM
rebuilds the minor realm’s unit as part of the adjustments that take place during the End Decade turn.
(4) A Monarch may use diplomacy points to gain control of a minor realm (see 2f).
e. Diplomacy Points Overview. Diplomacy Points (DPs) are an abstract representation of the financial and
political resources each Monarch has at his or her disposal.
(1) At the start of each Early Decade and Late Decade turn, each Monarch receives one DP for each SC he
or she controls, up to a maximum of three DPs per turn. The Holy Roman Emperor receives one additional DP, up
to a maximum of four DPs, each Early Decade and Late Decade turn (see 2i(2)).
(2) All Monarchs use DPs to influence the actions of minor realms (see 2f), foment rebellions in other
Major Realms (see 2h(2)), and prevent rebellions in their own realms (see 2h(3)). Catholic Monarchs also use DPs
to pay tithes to the Church (see 2l) and support the movement of Crusader armies (see 2q(5)).
(3) Monarchs allocate DPs when they submit their movement orders for each Early Decade and Late
Decade turn. Each Monarch may allocate none, some, or all his or her DPs each Early Decade or Late Decade
turn. For each DP he or she allocates, the allocating Monarch submits an order telling the GM how to use the DP
(i.e., have a minor realm unit hold, move, or support; have the local nobles in another Monarch’s SC rebel;
reinforce the loyalty of the local nobles in a controlled SC; pay tithes to the Church; or have a Crusader army
move, hold, or support). A Monarch may consolidate all his or her DPs, if he or she allocates more than one, into
a single order.
(4) Monarchs may not carry DPs they do not use over into the next turn. DPs Monarchs do not use are
simply lost.
(5) Monarchs do not have to tell each other how they allocated their DPs or honor their agreements with
each other. Only the GM will know how the Monarchs allocated their DPs. The GM does not publish DP
allocations in the adjudication. Instead, the GM only publishes the results.
(6) If, during an Early Decade or Late Decade turn, a Monarch allocates more DPs than he or she is entitled
to, that Monarch loses all his or her DPs for that turn.
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Figure 2 – Summary of Diplomacy Point uses
f. Gaining Control of Minor Realm Units.
(1) The GM examines how Monarchs allocated their DPs. If only one Monarch allocated DPs to a minor
realm, that Monarch gains control of that minor realm. If multiple Monarchs submit DPs to the same minor realm,
the GM publishes the order with the most DP support. If no single order for a minor realm unit has more DP
support than any other order for that unit, the minor realm unit executes its default order.
• The default order for each Islamic and Orthodox minor is to hold.
• The default order for each Catholic minor is to hold unless the Pope directs otherwise (see 2o).
• The default order for each Cuman-Kipchak army is to support the other Cuman-Kipchak army. If there is
only one Cuman-Kipchak army on the game-map, the default order for that army is to hold.
Example 2f1. The Zengid Emir allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia. No other
Monarch allocated a DP to Rum so the Zengid Emir gained control of Rum. Late 1170s – The GM publishes
MINORS: A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia.
Example 2f2. The Zengid Emir allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia. The Komnenos
Emperor also allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S KO A Cibyrrhaeot to Armenia. Because the Komnenos
Emperor and the Zengid Emir each allocated one DP to Rum, neither gained control of Rum. Late 1170s – The
GM publishes MINORS: A Rum H.
Example 2f3. The Zengid Emir allocated two DPs to Rum for A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia. The Komnenos
Emperor allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S KO A Cibyrrhaeot to Armenia. The Zengid Emir gained control
of Rum because he allocated one more DP to Rum than the Komnenos Emperor did. Late 1170s – The GM
publishes MINORS: A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia.
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Example 2f4. The Zengid Emir allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia. The Komnenos
Emperor allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S KO A Cibyrrhaeot to Armenia. In support of the Zengids, the
Arpad King allocated one DP to Rum for A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia. Although the Arpad King, the
Komnenos Emperor, and the Zengid Emir each allocated one DP to Rum, the Zengids won the diplomatic battle
for control of Rum because the order A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia received the most DP support. Late
1170s – The GM publishes MINORS: A Rum S ZE A Edessa to Armenia.
(2) The GM publishes the order for a minor unit that has the most DP support just as the Monarch or
Monarchs wrote it. This is true even if the order is invalid or void, in which case the minor realm unit holds.
Example 2f5. The Almohad Caliph allocates three DPs to Leon for A Leon S AL A Badajoz to Portugal. This
order violates the Religious Rule (see 2g), which makes it an invalid order. Because no other Monarchs allocated
DPs to Leon, the Almohad Caliph gained control of the Leon army, but the Leon army was unable to execute the
Almohad Caliph’s order. Late 1170s – The GM publishes MINORS: A Leon S AL A Badajoz to Portugal (Invalid).
(3) Though players may order a minor realm unit to move or attack an adjacent space (or a non-adjacent
space via a convoy), a minor realm unit may never end the turn outside of its original space unless a Major Realm
unit dislodges it. This means a minor realm unit can move (i.e., sortie) to cut support or bounce another unit, but it
cannot end the turn in a different space than it started the turn in. Accordingly, the GM voids an order for a minor
realm unit to attack/move if the attack/move would result in the minor realm unit successfully moving to another
space.
Example 2f6. The Capetian King allocated one DP to Denmark for F Denmark to German Sea. The Plantagenet
King ordered F London to German Sea. The Plantagenet fleet and Danish fleet bounced in the German Sea and
returned to their starting locations. Early 1170s – The GM publishes PLANTAGANETS: F London to German Sea
(Fails); MINORS: F Denmark to German Sea (Fails).
Example 2f7. The Capetian King allocated one DP to Denmark for F Denmark to German Sea. The Plantagenet
King ordered F London to British Sea. Because the Plantagenet fleet did not oppose the Danish fleet’s movement
to German Sea and because the Danish fleet could not end the turn in the German Sea, the Capetian King’s order
to the Danish fleet was void. Early 1170s – The GM publishes PLANTAGENETS: F London to British Sea;
MINORS: F Denmark to German Sea (Void).
Example 2f8. The Ayyubid Sultan and the Komnenos Emperor each allocated one DP to Tripoli for A Tripoli S
A Jerusalem. The Zengid Emir ordered A Damascus to Jerusalem and A Hejaz S A Damascus to Jerusalem. The
Zengid Emir also allocated two DPs to Antioch for A Antioch to Tripoli. Though the Antioch army’s movement
to Tripoli failed, it succeeded in cutting the Tripoli army’s support to Jerusalem. Without support, Jerusalem
could not withstand the supported Zengid attack. Late 1170s – The GM publishes ZENGIDS: A Damascus to
Jerusalem, A Hejaz S A Damascus to Jerusalem; MINORS: A Antioch to Tripoli (Fails), A Jerusalem H
(Dislodged, Destroyed), A Tripoli S A Jerusalem (Cut).
(4) An order that supports a minor realm unit’s movement order is void if that support would result in the
minor realm unit’s movement order succeeding.
Example 2f9. The Almohad Caliph ordered A Seville to Valencia. The Anscarid King allocated one DP to
Aragon for A Aragon to Valencia. The Anscarid King also ordered A Toledo S A Aragon to Valencia. The
movement of A Aragon to Valencia, by itself, was sufficient to prevent A Seville from moving to Valencia.
Because the support from A Toledo would have caused A Aragon’s move to Valencia to succeed, a result that
could not happen, the GM voided the support order. Late 1170s – The GM publishes ALMOHADS: A Seville to
Valencia (Fails); ANSCARIDS: A Toledo S A Aragon to Valencia (Void); MINORS: A Aragon to Valencia (Fails).
(5) If the GM voids a minor realm unit’s movement order because that movement order would have
succeeded, that minor realm unit is eligible to receive support from another unit for holding in place.
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Example 2f10. The Piast High Duke allocated one DP to Cumania for A Cumania to Volhynia and one DP to
Halych for A Halych S PI A Veszprem to Cumania. Because Volhynia was vacant and no other army moved to
Volhynia that turn, the GM declared the movement of A Cumania to Volhynia void. Because A Cumania’s
movement order was void, A Cumania received support from A Dnieper Kipchaks in holding (see 2f(1)). Early
1180s – The GM publishes PIASTS: A Veszprem to Cumania (Fails); MINORS: A Cumania to Volhynia (Void), A
Dnieper Kipchaks S A Cumania, A Halych S PI A Veszprem to Cumania.
Example 2f11. The Piast High Duke allocated one DP to Cumania for A Cumania to Volhynia and one DP to
Halych for A Halych S PI A Veszprem to Cumania. The Rurikid Grand Prince ordered A Kiev to Volhynia. The
Rurikid army and Cuman army bounced in Volhynia and returned to their starting locations. Because the Cuman
army moved, albeit unsuccessfully, it could not receive support in holding from the Dnieper Kipchaks army.
Early 1180s – The GM publishes PIASTS: A Veszprem to Cumania; RURIKIDS: A Kiev to Volhynia (Fails);
MINORS: A Cumania to Volhynia (Fails, Dislodged, Destroyed), A Halych S HU A Veszprem to Cumania, A
Dnieper Kipchaks S A Cumania H (Fails – Supported Unit Moved).
(6) If A Monarch is attacking a minor realm or supporting an attack on a minor realm, that Monarch may
not allocate DPs to that minor realm during the turn the attack or support is taking place. This rule prevents a
Monarch from allocating DPs to a minor realm to have the minor realm unit move, thereby making it ineligible to
receive support during the Monarch’s attack on that minor realm.
(7) A Monarch may not order a Cuman-Kipchak army to move to the space the other Cuman-Kipchak army
occupies or to support a Major Realm’s attack into the space the other Cuman-Kipchak army occupies.
(8) If the Pope is Italian (see 2j(2)) and the Papal States is independent, Monarchs may allocate DPs to
Rome, as if it was a Catholic minor. There are additional restrictions on what Monarchs may order the Papal army
to do (see 2m).
g. Restrictions on the Use of DPs (the “Religious Rule”). In recognition
of the religious divisions in Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa during
the period College of Cardinals covers, the Religious Rule restricts what
Monarchs may validly order minor realm units to do. Monarchs may allocate
DPs to any minor realm in the game; however, the restrictions below apply.
The GM declares any order that violates these restrictions invalid.
(1) A Monarch may not order a Catholic minor to support an attack by
a non-Catholic Major into a space that a Catholic unit occupies at the start of
the turn.
(2) A Monarch may not order an Orthodox minor to support an attack by a non-Orthodox Major into a
space that an Orthodox unit occupies at the start of the turn.
(3) A Monarch may not order a Christian minor (i.e., all Catholic and Orthodox minors) to support an attack
by an Islamic Major into a space a Christian unit occupies at the start of the turn.
(4) A Monarch may not order an Islamic minor to support an attack by a non-Islamic Major into a space
that a Saracen unit occupies at the start of the turn.
Example 2g1. The Almohad Caliph allocated two DPs to Leon for A Leon S PL F Basque Sea to Burgos. An
Anscarid army that started the Late 1190s turn in Burgos attacked Leon. The Almohad Caliph’s order to Leon was
valid because A Leon could support an attack by a Catholic unit into a space another Catholic unit occupied at the
start of the turn. Late 1190s – The GM publishes ANSCARIDS: A Burgos to Leon (Fails, Dislodged);
PLANTAGENETS: F Basque Sea to Burgos; MINORS: A Leon S PL F Basque Sea to Burgos.
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Example 2g2. The Plantagenet King allocated one DP to Leon for A Leon S AL A Seville to Toledo. Toledo was
vacant at the start of the Late 1190s turn. The Plantagenet King’s order to Leon was valid because Leon could
support an attack by a Saracen unit into a space that was empty at the start of the turn. Late 1190s – The GM
publishes ALMOHADS: A Seville to Toledo; MINORS: A Leon S AL A Seville to Toledo.
Example 2g3. The Plantagenet King allocated one DP to Leon for A Leon S AL A Seville to Toledo. An
Anscarid army occupied Toledo at the start of the Late 1190s turn. The Plantagenet King’s order to Leon was
invalid because Leon could not support an attack by a Saracen unit into a space a Catholic unit occupied at the
start of the turn. Late 1190s – The GM publishes ALMOHADS: A Seville to Toledo (Fails); ANSCARIDS: A
Toledo to Seville (Fails); MINOR: A Leon S AL A Seville to Toledo (Invalid).
Example 2g4. Islamic Erzurum was still neutral. Anticipating a Rurikid attack on Georgia, the Komnenos
Emperor allocated one DP to Erzurum for A Erzurum S A Georgia. The Komnenos Emperor’s order was valid
because the Religious Rule allows a minor power unit to support another unit holding in place regardless of the
holding unit’s religious affiliation. Late 1190s – The GM publishes RURIKIDS: A Circassia to Georgia (Fails),
A Alania S A Circassia to Georgia; MINORS: A Erzurum S A Georgia; A Georgia H.
h. Rebellions. Under the feudal system that existed in the College of Cardinals world, the Monarch granted
titles equating to land to his vassals in exchange for the vassals’ oaths of loyalty and promise of arms. To put this
in game terms, a non-player character controls each SC. This non-player character has sworn fealty to the player
heading each Dynasty as the liege lord of the realm. Though institutions, particularly religion, were in place to
reinforce the importance of the bond between lord and vassal, the fact remains that lesser nobility did not always
remain loyal. Henry the Lion (see 2i(5)) is an example of a rebellious vassal.
(1) Rebellions take place during Early Decade or Late Decade turns prior to unit movement.
(2) A single Monarch must allocate two DPs to an SC that another Monarch controls to try to get that SC to
rebel. The SC the allocating Monarch selects must be one that does not have a unit in it at the start of the turn and
that the allocating Monarch controlled (for victory purposes) at some point during the game. The allocating
Monarch’s order would state that two DPs are allocated to a specific SC and use the word Rebel or “R” (e.g., 2
DPs Bruges Rebel).
• More than one Monarch may allocate two DPs to the same SC, but doing so does not increase the odds of
that SC rebelling successfully.
• A Monarch may never target an SC he or she controls for rebellion.
(3) The Monarch that controls an SC that one or more rival Monarchs are targeting for rebellion defeats all
attempts to stir up a rebellion in that SC by allocating a single DP to it. This single DP would be sufficient to
prevent a potential rebellion regardless of how many DPs other Monarchs may have allocated to that SC to
support a rebellion. The controlling Monarch’s order would state that one DP is allocated to a specific SC and use
the word Gift or “G” (e.g., 1 DP Bruges Gift). Note that a DP a Monarch allocates to one of his or her controlled
SCs to prevent potential rebellions also prevents an attempt by the Pope to invest a bishop unsympathetic to the
Monarch that controls the SC (see 2p(1)(c)).
(4) During the Early Decade or Late Decade adjudication, prior to listing unit movement, the GM
announces that a rebellion took place in a specific SC and whether that rebellion succeeds. If the rebellion
succeeds, the adjudication will also announce the establishment of a new minor realm and the immediate
appearance of a new unit in that realm.
• The GM builds the same type of unit, army or fleet, that began the game in that SC. This unit may only hold
in place during the current game-turn.
• The new minor realm unit prevents an unsupported unit from moving into the rebellious SC during that
game-turn.
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• The new minor realm has the same religious affiliation the SC had at game-start.
• Monarchs may begin allocating DPs to the new minor realm, like they do any other minor realm, during the
next Early Decade or Late Decade turn.
• A Monarch, in anticipation of a successful rebellion, may order one or more of its units to support the rebel
unit in holding the game-turn the SC rebels. The GM voids the support order if the rebellion fails.
• The Monarch that lost control of the rebellious SC does not immediately lose a unit. A disband, if necessary,
takes place during the End Decade turn.
(5) If a rebellion succeeds, the adjudication will not identify any Monarchs that allocated DPs to the
rebellion.
Example 2h1. The Plantagenets took Bruges from the Capetians during the 1170s. While another Monarch
controls Bruges, the Capetian King may attempt to foment rebellion in Bruges, whenever Bruges does not have a
unit in it, by allocating 2 DPs to Bruges Rebel.
Example 2h2. The Capetians reconquered Bruges from the Plantagenets during the 1190s. Even though Bruges
started the game as a Capetian SC, the fact that the Plantagenets controlled Bruges at one point during the game
means the Plantagenet King may attempt to foment rebellion in Bruges whenever another Monarch controls
Bruges and Bruges does not have a unit in it. The Plantagenet King would do so by allocating 2 DPs to Bruges
Rebel.
Example 2h3. The Hohenstaufens take Bruges from the Capetians during the 1210s. Both the Capetians and the
Plantagenets controlled Bruges over the course of the game. During the Early 1220s turn, the Hohenstaufen
Emperor moved his unit out of Bruges. The Plantagenet King allocated 2 DPs to Bruges Rebel as part of his Late
1220s orders. Late 1220s – Prior to publishing unit movements, the GM publishes: Bruges rebels, build F Bruges.
The Hohenstaufen Emperor does not know if the Capetians or the Plantagenets were behind the rebellion.
Example 2h4. The Hohenstaufens took Bruges from the Capetians during the 1210s. Both the Capetians and the
Plantagenets controlled Bruges over the course of the game. During the Early 1220s turn, the Hohenstaufen
Emperor moved his unit out of Bruges. The Plantagenet King allocated 2 DPs to Bruges Rebel as part of his Late
1220s orders. As a precaution, the Hohenstaufen Emperor allocated 1 DP to Bruges Gift. Late 1220s – Prior to
publishing unit movements, the GM publishes: Bruges rebels (Failed).
Example 2h5. The Komnenos took Antioch from the Zengids during the 1220s. Antioch was vacant after the
Early 1240s turn. The Hauteville King allocated 2 DPs to Antioch Rebel. The Hauteville King could attempt to
foment rebellion in Antioch because the Hautevilles controlled Antioch for victory purposes at game-start. Late
1240s – Prior to publishing unit movement, the GM publishes: Antioch rebels, build A Antioch. The Komnenos
Emperor believes (incorrectly) that the Zengids were responsible for the rebellion.
i. The Holy Roman Empire and Holy Roman Emperor. The origin of the Holy Roman Empire was in
Rome, on Christmas Day, 800 AD. The Western Roman Empire had fallen nearly four hundred years earlier, yet
many European rulers and learned men of the Church still believed it was the pinnacle of civilization and they
longed to revive it. Pope Leo III helped Charles the Great, commonly known as Charlemagne, realize this dream
by crowning Charles as ‘Emperor of the Romans’ after Charles delivered Leo from Lombard aggressors. In 843,
however, three of Charles’ grandsons divided the vast empire. Infighting followed, further splintering Charles’
realm. Soon the dukes of the East were electing kings from amongst themselves and breaking away from the West
altogether. The once great empire, consisting of many different languages and ethnicities, was fragmented.
Ultimately, the west became France, the East became Germany, and the two powers fought over the lands in the
center.
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The title of Holy Roman Emperor carried with it vast implications. The mention of “Rome” associated the
monarch with the strongest, most extensive, and vibrant realm known to Europe and the lands around the
Mediterranean. Being an “emperor” meant that the monarch need not defer to any other sovereign. Perhaps most
importantly at a time when the power of the Catholic Church was arguably at its zenith, the label of “Holy”
demonstrated Papal sanction of the monarch as emperor, which lent the monarch an even higher level of divine
authority than a king had. It is not surprising then that the person wearing the Imperial Crown carried
considerable influence in Catholic Europe.
Pope Adrian IV crowned the King of Germany, the Hohenstaufen’s Frederick I, as Holy Roman Emperor in
1155. Frederick’s ambition is to restore the Empire’s prestige and glory to the levels of its Roman forebear.
(1) There are eight Holy Roman Supply Centers (HRSCs): Constance, Frankfurt, Genoa, Hamburg,
Lombardy, Nuremberg, Pisa, and Prague. If a single Catholic Monarch controls four or more of the HRSCs, that
Monarch automatically gains Papal sanction and becomes Holy Roman Emperor during the ensuing End Decade
turn. The GM uses “Holy Roman Empire” instead of the realm’s normal name when referring to that realm in the
adjudications. The Hohenstaufen King of Germany is the Holy Roman Emperor and the Kingdom of Germany is
the Holy Roman Empire at game-start.
(2) Being Holy Roman Emperor entitles the bearer to special powers:
(a) The Holy Roman Emperor receives one more DP than he or she
would normally be entitled to during each Early Decade and Late Decade turn.
(b) The Holy Roman Emperor has the ability to challenge Papal
authority by investing an antipope (see 2k(1)).
(3) If the current Holy Roman Emperor fails to control at least four HRSCs,
that Monarch loses his or her status as Emperor and reverts to his or her former
rank. That Monarch also loses the powers (see 2i(2)) that come with being the
Emperor. An antipope the Holy Roman Emperor invested earlier disappears. The
GM uses the previous name of the Catholic Major when referring to it in adjudications.
(4) If two Catholic Majors each control four HRSCs, then the Monarchs in charge of those Catholic Majors
become rivals for the Imperial Crown. If one of the two Monarchs is already the Holy Roman Emperor, he or she
does not automatically lose the title. Other circumstances will ultimately determine what happens.
• The Pope determines during the End Decade turn which of the two rivals is the Holy Roman Emperor.
• An Italian Pope (see 2j(2)) supports the status quo. This means the current Holy Roman Emperor retains the
title or, if there is no standing Holy Roman Emperor, the Imperial throne remains empty.
(5) To simulate the turmoil that existed within the Holy Roman Empire at the time College of Cardinals
starts (see 8h for historical background), the following provisions are in effect (i.e., the “Henry the Lion Rule”):
Henry the Lion was Duke of Bavaria and Saxony. In 1174 Henry refused to answer a call to arms from the Holy
Roman Emperor to fight in Lombardy because he was preoccupied with his own plans for conquest in the east.
After the Imperial campaign in Lombardy failed, a bitter and angry Frederik Barbarossa tried Henry in absentia
for insubordination and revoked his titles. Years of unrest followed in Germany.
(a) During the Early 1170s turn, the Holy Roman Emperor provides the GM with orders for only three of
the five Hohenstaufen armies. When the GM adjudicates the Early Decade 1170s results, he or she will treat the
three ordered Hohenstaufen armies normally. After announcing the results of the movement portion of the turn,
the GM will note that the unordered Hohenstaufen armies have rebelled and immediately replace the two black
Hohenstaufen armies with two green minor realm armies. Monarchs should note that this sequence of events is
different from normal rebellions that call for the announcement of rebellion results before movement (see 2h(4)).
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The Henry the Lion Rule is this way specifically to preclude the Holy Roman Emperor from attacking either of
the two unordered units during the Early 1170s turn.
(b) Beginning with the Late 1170s turn, the Holy Roman Emperor no longer controls these two armies or
the SCs they occupy. Monarchs should treat the two former Hohenstaufen SCs as Catholic minors. All rules
regarding minor realms apply to these two SCs and their corresponding armies.
(c) The loss of the two HRSCs after the Early 1170s turn does not immediately affect the status of the
Holy Roman Emperor or the Holy Roman Empire. If, however, the Holy Roman Emperor fails to control at least
four HRSCs after the GM confirms SC control during the End 1170s turn, the GM refers to the Hohenstaufen
Monarch by his or her lesser title of King of Germany and his or her current realm as the Kingdom of Germany.
Example 2i1. The Hohenstaufen Emperor submitted orders for A Hamburg, A Nuremberg, and A Prague. When
the GM publishes the Early 1170s adjudication, he lists each Dynasty’s movement orders and then announces that
Constance and Frankfurt have rebelled against Hohenstaufen control. The GM immediately places green minor
realm armies in those two spaces. Constance and Frankfurt are now Catholic minors for all purposes. Early 1170s
– The GM publishes HOHENSTAUFENS: A Hamburg to Meissen, A Nuremberg to Styria, A Prague to Moravia;
MINORS: A Constance rebels (disband HO A Constance and build neutral A Constance), A Frankfurt rebels
(disband HO A Frankfurt and build neutral A Frankfurt).
j. The College of Cardinals (Selecting a New Pope). As section 2b stated, each player who is submitting
orders for a Catholic Major effectively wears two hats. He or she is the Monarch in charge of that Catholic Major
and a Cardinal from that Catholic Major who sits on the College of Cardinals, the body responsible for electing
the Pope.
(1) The College of Cardinals consists of one Cardinal from each Catholic Major that controls at least one
SC and an Italian Cardinal from Rome. This means the number of Cardinals in play at any time during the game
many never exceed eight. When the Dynasty in charge of a Catholic Major is eliminated, the Cardinal from that
realm loses his seat on the College of Cardinals.
(2) The game begins with a neutral Pope in place in Rome. Players should always consider a neutral Pope
as Italian and assume he originates from Rome or from neutral Catholic territory in Italy. An Italian Pope does
not have ties to any of the seven Catholic Majors.
(3) During each End Decade turn, the Pope who is currently in office dies and each Cardinal from a
Catholic Major submits a vote to the GM for a new Pope.
• Each Cardinal can vote for the Italian Cardinal to become the Pope, for himself to become Pope, for a
Cardinal from another Catholic Major to become the Pope, or for an antipope (see 2k) to become Pope. The
Italian Cardinal always votes for himself to become Pope.
• If an antipope (see 2k) is in play at the time the College of Cardinals convenes, the Monarch who invested
the antipope loses control of his or her Cardinal. The GM will have the Cardinal in question vote for the Italian
Cardinal.
• The Catholic Monarch who controls Rome loses control of his Cardinal. This is true whether or not that
Monarch invested an antipope (see 2k(2)). The GM will have the Cardinal in question vote for the Italian
Cardinal (see 2n(3)).
• A Catholic Monarch who is under the penalty of excommunication loses control of his Cardinal (see
2r(4)(b)). The GM will have the Cardinal in question vote for the Italian Cardinal.
• The GM treats an abstention, failure to vote, or a vote for anyone except an eligible candidate as a vote for
the Italian Cardinal.
• The GM does not publish Cardinal votes.
• The Cardinal who receives more votes than any other candidate is the new Pope.
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• If there is a tie for most votes between two or more Papal candidates, the Italian Cardinal becomes the new
Pope.
Example 2j1. During the End 1180s turn, the English, Italian, and Polish, Cardinals all submitted votes for
themselves. The Castilian Cardinal submitted a vote for the English Cardinal. The German, Hungarian, and
Sicilian Cardinals all submitted votes for the Polish Cardinal. The excommunicated Capetian Monarch lost his
influence over the Frankish Cardinal so the GM had the Frankish Cardinal vote for the Italian Cardinal. Because
the Polish Cardinal received the most votes (four), he became the Pope. End 1180s – The GM publishes that the
Polish Cardinal is the Pope for the next decade.

Figure 3 – Summary of the College of Cardinals
Example 2j2. During the End 1190s turn, the English, Frankish, and Polish Cardinals submitted votes for the
Frankish Cardinal. The Castilian, German, and Hungarian Cardinals submitted votes for the Castilian Cardinal.
The Italian and Sicilian Cardinals submitted votes for the Italian Cardinal. Even though the Italian Cardinal had
less votes (two) than either the Castilian and Frankish Cardinals (three each), the Italian Cardinal became the
Pope because of the tie for the most votes between the Castilian and Frankish Cardinals. End 1190s – The GM
publishes that the Italian Cardinal is the Pope for the next decade.
k. Antipopes. “An antipope is a person who, in opposition to the one who is generally seen as the

legitimately elected Pope, makes a significantly accepted competing claim to be the Pope, the Bishop
of Rome, and the leader of the Catholic Church. At times between the 3rd and mid-15th century,
antipopes were supported by a fairly significant faction of religious cardinals and secular monarchs
and kingdoms.” (see Section 11. ATTRIBUTIONS for citation) Though investiture in an antipope
results in a stiff penalty, it is an effective way to neutralize a Pope the investing Monarch opposes.
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(1) The Holy Roman Emperor has the option of investing an antipope. He or she does so by sending an
order to the GM during the Mid-Decade or End Decade turn stating that there is now an antipope in place within
the Empire. This order may be contingent upon the results of the College of Cardinals voting that took place
earlier in the End Decade turn. Note that the Holy Roman Emperor may not invest an antipope during the same
End Decade turn in which he or she becomes the Holy Roman Emperor.
• Investing an antipope costs the Holy Roman Emperor two DPs each Early Decade and Late Decade turn in
which the antipope is in place at the start of the turn.
• If the Holy Roman Emperor invested an antipope and this antipope is in place during the End Decade turn,
the Holy Roman Emperor loses control of his or her Cardinal. The GM will have the Cardinal from the Holy
Roman Empire vote for the Italian Cardinal when the College of Cardinals meets (see 2j(3)).
• If the antipope the Holy Roman Emperor invested does not become the elected Pope after the College of
Cardinals votes, the antipope vanishes and the new Pope automatically excommunicates the Holy Roman
Emperor (see 2r(6)(e)).
• The Holy Roman Emperor may dismiss his or her antipope, and recommit to the Pope during the MidDecade turn.
Example 2k1. As part of his End 1200s orders, the Holy Roman Emperor notified the GM that he was investing
an antipope. When the Cardinals voted during the End 1210s turn, the English, Castilian, and Sicilian Cardinals
voted for the Sicilian Cardinal. The Frankish, Hungarian, and Polish Cardinals voted for the antipope. The
Italian Cardinal voted for himself. Because the antipope was in play, the GM controlled the German Cardinal
who voted for the Italian Cardinal. The tie between the Sicilian Cardinal and the antipope (three votes each)
resulted in the Italian Cardinal becoming the Pope. By rule, the Italian Pope excommunicated the Holy Roman
Emperor. End 1210s – The GM publishes that the Italian Cardinal is the Pope for the next decade. The Italian
Pope issues a Papal Bull excommunicating the Holy Roman Emperor.
Example 2k2. As part of his End 1200s orders, the Holy Roman Emperor notified the GM that he was investing
an antipope. When the Cardinals voted during the End 1210s turn, the Castilian and Sicilian Cardinals voted for
the Sicilian Cardinal. The Frankish, Hungarian, and Polish Cardinals voted for the antipope. The English and
Italian Cardinals each voted for himself. Because the antipope was in play, the GM controlled the German
Cardinal who voted for the Italian Cardinal. The antipope had the most votes and became the Pope. End 1210s –
The GM publishes that the antipope is the Pope for the next decade.
(2) The Catholic Monarch who controls Rome has the option of investing an antipope. He or she does so
by sending an order to the GM during the Mid-Decade or End Decade turn stating that there is now an antipope
in place in Rome. This order may be contingent upon the results of the College of Cardinals voting that took
place earlier in the End Decade turn. If the antipope the Catholic Monarch invested does not become Pope after
the College of Cardinals votes, the antipope vanishes and the new Pope automatically excommunicates the
Catholic Monarch (see 2r(6)(e)).
(3) If an antipope is in play, Catholic Monarchs do not have to pay tithes (see 2l), and the Pope loses both
his influence over Catholic minors (see 2o) and his ability to issue a Papal Bull (see 2p).
l. Obligation to Pay Tithes.
(1) Catholic Monarchs may allocate all, some, or none of their DPs to the Papal States as tithes during each
Early Decade or Late Decade turn, as they choose. Catholic Monarchs should note, however, that the Papacy
expects each Monarch in charge of a Catholic Major to show their support and devotion to the Church by
allocating at least one DP to Papal States during each Early Decade and Late Decade turn.
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(a) If an Italian Pope is in place, Catholic Monarchs will allocate their DPs to Papal States to attempt to
gain control of A Rome. In this regard, the Catholic Monarchs treat Papal States just as they would any other
minor realm (see 2f(8)). Note that restrictions are in place regarding what Monarchs may ask A Rome to do (see
2m).
(b) If the Pope comes from a Catholic Major, Catholic Monarchs will allocate their DPs to the Papal
States for the Pope’s use. The Pope may use these DPs to issue Papal Bulls (see 2p) during Mid-Decade and EndDecade turns.
(2) If a Catholic Monarch from whom the Papacy expects a tithe fails to allocate a DP to Papal States
during the Early Decade or Late Decade turn (see 2l(1)), the Pope will automatically excommunicate that
Monarch during the ensuing Mid-Decade or End Decade turn (see 2r(6)(h)).
Example 2l1. An Italian Pope started the game in Rome. During the Early 1170s turn, all Catholic Monarchs
except the Holy Roman Emperor allocated one DP to Papal States and provided an order for A Rome. The Holy
Roman Emperor decided he wanted to overpower his neighbors to the east right away so he used his four DPs to
thwart the plans of the Kingdom of Hungary and Duchy of Masovia. Because the Holy Roman Emperor did not
pay the expected tithes, the Pope excommunicated the Holy Roman Emperor. Mid-1170s – The GM publishes that
the Pope excommunicates the Holy Roman Emperor.
Example 2l2. The 1180s begin with a Castilian Pope in Rome. All seven Catholic Majors allocate one DP to
Papal States. The Castilian Pope has seven DPs at his disposal that he can use to issue a Papal Bull during the
Mid-1180s turn.
(3) If an antipope is in play at the start of the Early Decade or Late Decade turn, Catholic Monarchs ignore
their obligation to pay tithes, although they may still allocate DPs to Papal States if an Italian Pope is in place and
they want to try to control A Rome.
m. Control of the Papal Army. If the Pope is Italian and the Papal States is independent, DP allocations
determine what the Papal army will do. If the Pope is from a Catholic Major, the Pope controls the Papal army.
This is true even if the Holy Roman Emperor is investing an antipope. Regardless of who controls the Papal army,
it may only hold, provide support to a Catholic unit, or move/attack following the same guidelines as any other
minor realm unit (i.e., it must end the turn in Papal States). The Papal army may never support a non-Catholic
unit.
n. Control of Rome.
(1) The Papal States begins the game as an independent Catholic minor. The Pope controls Rome. If a
Cardinal from a Catholic Major becomes the Pope, the Monarch from that Catholic Major does not gain control
of Rome for victory purposes, though he does gain control of the Papal army (see 2m). Just like any other SC, a
Monarch gains control of Rome by having a unit in Rome after the GM resolves retreats during the End Decade
turn.
(2) Popes resisted the attempts of Catholic Monarchs to subordinate the Papacy to their own control.
Perhaps the Pope’s single greatest weapon in the defense of Papal independence was the threat of
excommunication (see 2r). To reflect this, any Catholic Monarch who attacks an independent Papal States or
supports an attack on Rome, to include convoying the attacking unit, is subject to excommunication (see
2r(6)(a) and 2r(6)(c)).
(3) If a Catholic Monarch successfully occupies a Papal-controlled Rome, the Pope flees to another location
(the specific location is unimportant).
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(a) If the Catholic Monarch gains control of Rome, he or she is subject to excommunication during that
End Decade turn (see 2r(6)(b)). The Catholic Monarch remains subject to excommunication each Mid-Decade
and End Decade turn for as long he or she controls Rome.
(b) A Catholic Monarch who controls Rome may invest an antipope (see 2k(2)).
(c) The Catholic Monarch who controls Rome loses control of his Cardinal. This is true regardless of
whether that Monarch has invested an antipope. The GM will have the Cardinal in question vote for the Italian
Cardinal.
(d) The Catholic Monarch must have one of his or her units in Rome at the end of each Late Decade turn
or the Papal States automatically asserts its independence. If the Papal States asserts its independence, the
Catholic Monarch loses control of Rome and the GM rebuilds the silver Papal army during the End Decade turn.
(4) If a non-Catholic Monarch gains control of Rome, the Pope flees to another location in Catholic
Europe (the specific location is unimportant). Unlike the provisions of 2n(3)(d), the Papal States does not assert
its independence if the non-Catholic Monarch does not have a unit in Rome at the end of each Late Decade turn.
The Pope will not return to Rome unless a Catholic Monarch liberates Rome from the non-Catholic Monarch
and returns it to Papal control (see 2n(5)).
(5) Whether the Pope gains control of the Papal States after a liberating Catholic Monarch takes Rome
from either a rival Catholic Monarch or a non-Catholic Monarch depends on what the liberating Monarch does
with his or her unit.
(a) During the ensuing End Decade turn, the Monarch who controls the liberating Catholic unit may
retreat that unit off the game map even though the situation normally would not permit a retreat. If the Catholic
Monarch retreats his or her unit off the game map during the End Decade turn, the Papal States asserts it
independence and the GM rebuilds the silver Papal army. If the disbanding Catholic Monarch has the SCs to
support a build, then that Monarch may build a unit in an open controlled SC.
(b) If the liberating Catholic Monarch does not disband his or her unit in Rome during the End-Decade
turn, then that Catholic Monarch controls Rome, he may be subject to excommunication (see 2r(6)(b)), and he
may invest his own antipope (see 2k(2)).
(c) Cardinals may make their votes for a new Pope and Monarchs may make their adjustments
conditional on whether the liberating Catholic Monarch retreats his or her unit in Rome off the game map.
o. Papal Influence Over Catholic Minors. The Papacy’s prestige and power was arguably at its peak
during the historical period College of Cardinals covers. To reflect this the Pope has influence over all
Catholic minors because of his position as their trusted Father. Unlike Monarchs, the Pope does not allocate
DPs to Catholic minors. Instead, the Pope exercises his influence by issuing the default order for each Catholic
minor that has a unit on the game map during each Early Decade and Late Decade turn. The default order for a
Catholic minor is to hold unless the Pope specifies otherwise. An Italian Pope issues only hold orders. Note that
the Pope loses his influence over Catholic minors if there is an antipope in play.
Example 2o1. The Pope is from Hungary. He submits a default order for each Catholic minor still in the game
during the Early 1190s turn. One of those orders is F Venice S AR A Croatia. No Monarchs allocate DPs to
Venice that turn. Early 1190s – The GM publishes MINOR: F Venice S AR A Croatia.
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Example 2o2. The Pope is from Hungary. He submits a default order for each Catholic minor still in the game
during the Early 1190s turn. One of those orders is F Venice S AR A Croatia. The Komnenos Emperor allocates
one DP to Venice for F Venice S KO F Thessalonica to Adriatic Sea. Because the Komnenos Emperor allocated
a DP to Venice and no other Monarch did, he gains control of the Venetian fleet. The GM ignores the Pope’s
default order. Early 1190s – The GM publishes MINOR: F Venice S KO F Thessalonica to Adriatic Sea.
Example 2o3. The Pope is from England. He submits default orders for Cagliari and Venice, the only Catholic
minors in the game during the Late 1230s turn. The default order for Venice is F Venice S A Rome. When the
GM tallies all the DPs allocated to Venice, he counts five DPs for F Venice S KO F Thessalonica to Adriatic

Sea, five DPs for F Venice H, and two DPs for F Venice to Adriatic Sea. Because two orders each
have five DPs supporting them, there is a tie and the Pope’s default order goes into effect for the Late
1230s turn. Late 1230s – The GM publishes MINORS: A Cagliari H, F Venice S A Rome.
p. Papal Bulls: Protect/Arbitrate/Invest. The format and content of Papal Bulls evolved over time. At the
time of College of Cardinals Papal Bulls were becoming more formal in nature and primarily addressing items of
great importance to the Pope. Violating the dictates of a Papal Bull was the equivalent of breaking Catholic law.
This section of the rules deals with Papal Bulls of Protection, Arbitration, or Investiture. Section 2q and 2r
discuss Papal Bulls of Crusading and Excommunication.
(1) A Pope from a Catholic Major may, at his option, use the DPs he received from Catholic Monarchs
during each Early Decade and Late Decade turn (see 2l) to issue a single Papal Bull of either Protection,
Arbitration, or Investiture during each Mid-Decade and End Decade turn.
(a) Protection. The Pope uses three DPs to issue a Papal Bull of Protection. When issuing a Papal Bull of
Protection, the Pope identifies either a Catholic Dynasty that controls only one SC or a Catholic minor. The Pope
will automatically excommunicate the Catholic Monarch that attacks or supports an attack on the protected unit or
SC during the ensuing Early Decade or Late Decade (see 2r(6)(f)).
(b) Arbitration. The Pope uses four DPs to issue a Papal Bull of Arbitration. When issuing a Papal Bull
of Arbitration, the Pope identifies two Catholic Dynasties and instructs the Monarchs leading those Dynasties to
do the following during the ensuing Early Decade or Late Decade turn:
• Avoid moving one of their units into an SC the other Dynasty controls,
• Avoid moving one of their units into a space that a unit from the other Dynasty occupies at the start of the
turn,
• Avoid moving one of its units into a space so that the moving unit clashes with a moving unit belonging to
the other Dynasty,
• Avoid supporting or convoying a third-party unit that is moving in a way that their own units should not, as
stated in the first three bullets above, and
• Move any units they have in SCs controlled by the other Dynasty out of those SC spaces.
The Pope will automatically excommunicate the Monarch in charge of the Dynasty that violates these
provisions (see 2r(6)(f)). The Pope will also excommunicate Catholic Monarchs acting as third parties in
accordance with the fourth bullet above. The Pope will not excommunicate a third-party Monarch for failing to
move his or her unit out of an SC one of the identified Dynasties controls unless that third-party unit does not
move and receives support in holding from the other identified Dynasty.
The Pope will not excommunicate the two Monarchs in charge of the identified Dynasties if they allocate DPs
to minor realm units or Crusader armies to get those units to do those things that their own units may not do.
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(c) Investiture. The Pope uses five DPs to issue a Papal Bull of Investiture. When issuing a Papal Bull of
Investiture, the Pope identifies an SC in which he invests one of his favorites as the new Bishop in place of a
Bishop who was more amenable to the wishes of the Monarch. This SC must have been Catholic at game-start,
must not have belonged to the controlling Catholic Dynasty at game-start, and must not have a unit in it. The local
vassals in the SC sense the conflict in interests between the Pope and their Monarch (and perhaps the opportunity
to enhance their own standings) and rebel against their sovereign. The rebellion succeeds unless the Monarch who
controls the SC allocated a DP to that SC during the preceding Early Decade or Late Decade turn (see 2h(3)).
• The GM announces during the Mid-Decade or End Decade turn that a rebellion took place in the identified
SC and whether that rebellion succeeded. If the rebellion succeeded, the adjudication will also announce the
establishment of a new Catholic minor and the immediate appearance of a new unit in that realm. The type of unit,
army or fleet, that was in that SC at game-start determines the type of minor realm unit the GM builds.
• All Monarchs may begin allocating DPs to the new minor realm, like they do any other minor realm, during
the next Early Decade or Late Decade turn.
• The Catholic Dynasty that lost control of the rebellious SC disbands a unit, if necessary, during the End
Decade turn. The GM may request that Catholic Monarchs submit a conditional End Decade disband in
anticipation of a successful Papal Bull of Investiture.
(2) Popes from Catholic Majors should note that the
sequence of events during the Mid-Decade and End Decade turns
(see 2a(4) and 2a(5)) forces the Pope to decide to issue a Papal
Bull of Crusading (see 2q) before he can issue a Papal Bull of
Protection, Arbitration, or Investiture. If the Pope issued a Papal
Bull of Crusading during that turn, he may not issue a Papal Bull
Protection, Arbitration, or Investiture that same turn. Conversely,
if the conditions allow the Pope to issue a Papal Bull of Crusading
(see 2q(3)(c)), but he fails to do so, he loses two DPs from the
total number of DPs available to him.
(3) The Pope may not carry DPs he does not use over into
the next turn. DPs the Pope does not use are simply lost.
(4) The Pope may not issue a Papal Bull of Protection, Arbitration or Investiture if an antipope is in play.
q. Papal Bulls of Crusading. Though scholars and historians apply the term “crusade” to several Christian
military expeditions against non-Christians, heretics, and enemies of the Church (e.g., the Reconquista in Iberia,
the Albigensian Crusade against Catharism, the various crusades in the east against the pagan tribes, the
Aragonese Crusade against Peter III of Aragon, etc.), we preferred to define crusade more narrowly. We chose to
focus on the numbered crusades of the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries that were Papal-sanctioned, European
Christian military expeditions that had the goal of recovering the Holy Lands from Saracen control.
The crusades to the Holy Land shared a few general characteristics. All had Papal endorsement, at least
initially. All lasted for many years from start to finish. All drew participants from numerous Catholic realms large
and small, and, as a result, all lacked true unity of command. All were logistical nightmares. All were ruinously
expensive. Finally, all except the 1st Crusade resulted in disappointing outcomes for Catholic Europe.
The period of Islamic expansion that began under the Holy Prophet Mohammed in 622 and culminated under
the Umayyad Caliphate in 750 was several hundred years in the past. For various reasons that include declining
fortunes, little popular support, insufficient military means, and, perhaps most important, lack of a single unifying
figure like the Pope to provide inspirational leadership, the Islamic realms of the day never seriously attempted
anything like the Crusades. Given this, we made no attempt to explore the possibility of alternative histories that
allow for vast jihads by the Islamic world against Christendom.
The rules that follow attempt to replicate the rewards and burdens that went with crusading and to do so in a
way that is compatible with classic Diplomacy.
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(1) Outremer was a 12th century Frankish term for the four “Latin” states that came into being after the First
Crusade. Over time the geographic area of Outremer expanded so that Europeans generally associated it with the
lands that make up much of modern Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus, Israel, Jordon, and Egypt. Within the context of the
College of Cardinals rules, Outremer consists of the following SCs: Antioch, Jerusalem, Tripoli, Armenia,
Alexandria, Cairo, Damascus and Nicosia.
(2) Crusades occur in phases, as follows:
• The Declaration Phase during which the Pope issues a Papal Bull of Crusading.
• The Recruitment/Deployment Phase during which Catholic Monarchs raise Crusader armies and deploy them
to the crusade’s objective.
• The Movement/Attack Phase during which Catholic Monarchs determine what the Crusader armies will do.
• The Conclusion Phase during which newly conquered SCs becomes Catholic minors.
The paragraphs that follow discuss each phase in order.
(3) The Declaration Phase.
(a) The Declaration Phase occurs during the immediately subsequent Mid-Decade or End Decade turn
after specific events take place (see 2q(3)(d)).
(b) Only a Pope who is from a Catholic Major may declare a crusade by issuing a Papal Bull of
Crusading. An Italian Pope or an antipope may not do so. The Pope himself may not issue a Papal Bull of
Crusading if an antipope is in play. The election of a new Pope during the End Decade turn does not negate a
crusade that the out-going Pope declared.
(c) It does not cost the Pope any DPs to issue a Papal Bull of Crusading. On the contrary, if one or more
of the conditions in 2q(3)(d) exist and the Pope does not declare a crusade by issuing a Papal Bull of Crusading,
the Pope forfeits two of the DPs he received as tithes during the preceding Early Decade or Late Decade turn (see
2l(1)(b)). If the Pope issues a Papal Bull of Crusading, he may not subsequently issue a Papal Bull of Protection,
Arbitration, or Investiture that same Mid-Decade or End Decade turn.
(d) The Pope may, at his option, issue a Papal Bull of Crusading under the following circumstances:
• When an Islamic Monarch successfully moves a unit into a Catholic controlled SC in Outremer (see 2q(1)).
The Pope initiates the crusade by submitting instructions to the GM during the immediately subsequent MidDecade or End Decade turn following the successful movement of the Saracen unit into the Catholic controlled
Outremer SC. The Pope’s instructions will state his intention to declare a crusade against the offending Islamic
Major or against any non-Catholic Major that supported the Saracen unit’s movement into the Catholic controlled
Outremer SC (to include convoying the offending unit). The Pope will also identify the SC the affected Dynasty
controls or occupies that is the crusade’s objective. Note that the crusade’s objective does not need to be the same
SC the Saracen unit just entered. If units belonging to more than one Islamic Monarch successfully move into
different Catholic controlled Outremer SCs on the same turn, the Pope chooses which offending Islamic Major or
supporting non-Catholic Major the crusade is against.
• When an Islamic Monarch successfully moves a unit into a Komnenos controlled Antioch, Tripoli, or
Jerusalem. [NOTE: The Komnenos do not control Antioch at game-start.] The Pope initiates the crusade by
submitting instructions to the GM during the immediately subsequent Mid-Decade or End Decade turn following
the successful movement of the Saracen unit into Antioch, Jerusalem, or Tripoli. The Pope’s instructions will state
his intention to declare a crusade against the offending Islamic Major or against any non-Catholic Major that
supported the Saracen unit’s movement into Komnenos controlled Antioch, Jerusalem, or Tripoli (to include
convoying the offending unit). The Pope will also identify the SC the affected Dynasty controls or occupies that is
the crusade’s objective. Note that the crusade’s objective does not need to be the same SC the Saracen unit just
entered. If units belonging to more than one Islamic Major successfully move into Antioch, Jerusalem, or Tripoli
on the same turn, the Pope chooses which offending Islamic Major or supporting non-Catholic Major the crusade
is against.
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• When an Islamic Monarch controls Jerusalem. The Pope initiates the crusade by submitting instructions to
the GM during ANY Mid-Decade or End Decade turn. The Pope’s instructions will state his intention to declare a
crusade against the Islamic Major that controls Jerusalem. The Pope will also identify the SC the affected Dynasty
controls or occupies that is the crusade’s objective. Note that the crusade’s objective does not need to be
Jerusalem.
• When an Islamic Monarch’s unit enters a Christian (i.e., Catholic or Orthodox) controlled Constantinople.
The Pope initiates the crusade by submitting instructions to the GM during the immediately subsequent MidDecade or End Decade turn following the successful movement of the Saracen unit into Constantinople. The
Pope’s instructions will state his intention to declare a crusade against the offending Islamic Major or against any
Islamic Major that supported the Saracen unit’s movement into Constantinople (to include convoying the
offending unit). The Pope will also identify the SC the affected Islamic Dynasty controls or occupies that is the
crusade’s objective. Note that the crusade’s objective does not need to be Constantinople.
• When a non-Catholic Major controls Rome. The Pope initiates the crusade by submitting instructions to the
GM during ANY Mid-Decade or End Decade turn. The Pope’s instructions will state his intention to declare a
crusade against the Non-Catholic Major that controls Rome. The crusade’s objective must be Rome.
(e) Monarchs may make their End Decade adjustments conditional on whether the Pope issues a Papal
Bull of Crusading.
(f) Only one crusade may be ongoing at any time. If the Pope issues a Papal Bull of Crusading, a future
Pope may not issue another Papal Bull of Crusading until one full decade after the on-going crusade concludes.
Example 2q1. If a crusade concludes in the Early 1200 turn, the Pope cannot issue a Papal Bull of Crusading
until the Mid-1210 turn. Likewise, if a crusade concludes in the Late 1200 turn, the Pope cannot issue a Papal
Bull of Crusading until the End 1210 turn.
(4) The Recruitment/Deployment Phase.
(a) The Recruitment/Deployment Phase occurs during the immediately subsequent Early Decade or Late
Decade turn after the Pope issues a Papal Bull of Crusading.
(b) A Catholic Monarch who wishes to participate in the crusade will make his or her intentions known
to the GM by designating one of his or her armies as a Crusader army and submitting deployment orders for that
army. Note that participation in a crusade is not mandatory for any Catholic Monarch. A Catholic Monarch who
does not participate in a crusade does not suffer any penalty; however, that Monarch is not eligible to share any of
the rewards resulting from the crusade either.
(c) Unlike normal movement that is one space at a time, Crusader deployment involves movement from
the space a deploying Crusader army starts in (i.e., the origin space) to the Crusader army’s destination space. The
destination space must be a space adjacent to the crusade’s objective or the objective space itself. A Crusader
army may successfully deploy this vast distance if it can trace a “Line of Supply” between the origin space and
the destination space. Note that the destination space itself is not part of the Line of Supply.
Example 2q2. The Pope declares a crusade against the Zengid Emirate and names Jerusalem as the crusade’s
objective. Crusader armies can only deploy to Tripoli, Damascus, Hejaz, Sinai, or Jerusalem itself.
(d) Lines of Supply. The Line of Supply represents the route a Crusader army follows as it deploys from
its origin space to its destination space.
• A Line of Supply may include both land and sea spaces. Convoys are not necessary to deploy a Crusader
army through sea spaces that are part of the Line of Supply.
• A Line of Supply may include a space that contains a “friendly” unit. If the crusade is against an Islamic
Major, all Christian units are friendly. If the crusade is against an Orthodox Major, all Catholic units are friendly.
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A deploying Crusader army does not affect a friendly unit in a space along the Line of Supply in any way.
Conversely, a Line of Supply may not include a space that contains a “hostile” unit at the start of the deployment
turn. Saracen and Pagan units are always hostile to Crusader armies. If the crusade is against an Orthodox Major,
all Orthodox units are hostile. Note that the movement of a hostile unit into a space along the Line of Supply
during the deployment turn does not affect the deployment of a Crusader army.
• If the crusade is against an Islamic Major, a Crusader army’s Line of Supply may not include a space that
contains an SC an Islamic Monarch controls. The Line of Supply may also not include a space that was Islamic or
Pagan at game-start unless a friendly unit is in the space at the start of the deployment turn. Similarly, if the
crusade is against an Orthodox Major, a Crusader army’s Line of Supply may not include a space that contains an
SC an Orthodox Monarch controls. The Line of Supply may also not include a space that was Islamic, Orthodox,
or Pagan at game-start unless a friendly unit is in the space at the start of the deployment turn.
• If a space along the Line of Supply is vacant at the start of the deployment turn and a unit, friendly or
hostile, moves to that space during the deployment turn, no conflict occurs. Both the Crusader army and the
other unit move normally.
(e) The deployment order for a Crusader army is like a convoy order. The deployment order includes the
origin space the Crusader army starts in, each space in the Line of Supply, and the destination space.
(f) If two or more equally well supported Crusader armies deploy to the same destination space, those
armies fail to deploy and the GM disbands them immediately. If two or more Crusader armies deploy to the
same destination space and one of those armies has more support into the destination space than any other
Crusader army or armies deploying to that space, the Crusader army or armies with less support fail to deploy
and the GM disbands them immediately.
(g) If a Crusader army’s destination space is vacant at the start of the deployment turn and a unit,
friendly or hostile, moves to the destination space, a conflict occurs. The better supported unit moves
successfully and the other unit fails to move. If the Crusader army fails to deploy, the GM disbands it
immediately. Similarly, if a unit, friendly or hostile, occupies the destination space the Crusader army is
deploying to, the deployment fails and the GM immediately disband the Crusader army if the unit does not
vacate the destination space or if the Crusader army does not receive sufficient support from adjacent units to
dislodge the unit from the destination space.
(h) Monarchs may allocate DPs to minor realms adjacent to a Crusader army’s destination space to assist
or hinder the Crusader army’s deployment.
(i) If a Crusader army successfully deploys directly into the objective space and there are no other
Crusader armies in adjacent spaces, the crusade concludes and the provisions of section 2q(6) apply. If a Crusader
army successfully deploys into a space adjacent to the objective space, the crusade continues for another turn. If
no Crusader armies remain in play at the end of Recruitment/Deployment Phase, the crusade concludes.
(j) If the GM disbands a Crusader army because it failed to successfully deploy, the Monarch who
controlled that army may rebuild a normal army in any open controlled SC during the immediately subsequent
Mid-Decade or End Decade turn, if that Monarch controls sufficient SCs to support rebuilding the unit.
(5) The Movement/Attack Phase.
(a) The Movement/Attack Phase occurs during the next Early Decade or Late Decade turn following the
Recruitment/Deployment Phase.
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(b) Because of personal motivations, disagreements over objectives, arguments over rank, and other
dividing factors, Crusader armies generally lacked true unity of command. To simulate this, the Monarchs who
raised Crusader armies do not control them directly. Instead, Crusader armies are like minor realm units in that
DP allocations (and the corresponding orders that go with those DP allocations) determine what Crusader armies
will do. Though this is the Movement/Attack Phase, Crusader armies may hold in place or provide support instead
of moving/attacking. Unlike minor realm units, Crusader armies can capture territory (i.e., they can move from
one space to an adjacent space and stay there). There is no requirement for Crusader armies to attempt to capture
the objective SC the Pope originally targeted. Orders for Crusader armies can have them do anything a Major
Realm army can do except as follows:
• A Crusader army cannot under any circumstances support a regular unit belonging to a Monarch who is
currently excommunicated. Note that a Crusader army may always support another Crusader army regardless of
which Catholic Major the supported Crusader army comes from.
• A Crusader army cannot under any circumstances support a Saracen or Pagan unit.
• A Crusader army cannot support an Orthodox unit, if the crusade is against an Orthodox Major.
(c) Only those Catholic Monarchs who raised and deployed Crusader armies may allocate DPs to
Crusader armies to determine what they will do during the Movement/Attack Phase. A Monarch who raised and
deployed a Crusader army may allocate DPs to any of the Crusader armies that are in play. He or she is not
limited to allocating DPs to the Crusader army from his or her own realm. The rules that apply to allocating DPs
to minor realms (see 2f) apply to allocating DPs to a Crusader army.
(d) All Monarchs may allocate DPs to minor realms to assist or hinder the Crusader army’s ability to
hold, support, or move/attack.
Example 2q3. A Magyar Crusader army deployed to Aleppo with the stated objective of capturing Zengid
controlled Damascus. During the Movement/Attack Phase, however, the Arpad King allocates two DPs for
Crusader A Aleppo to Antioch, which the Komnenos captured earlier. The Arpad King gets allies to allocate DPs
to Tripoli to support the Magyar Crusader army attack.
(e) If a Major Realm attack dislodges a Crusader army, the GM immediately disbands the Crusader
army. The Monarch who raised the disbanded Crusader army may rebuild a normal army in any open controlled
SC during the immediately subsequent Mid-Decade or End Decade turn, if that Monarch controls sufficient SCs
to support rebuilding the unit. If no Crusader armies remain in play after the Movement/Attack Phase, the crusade
concludes.
(f) If a Crusader army fails to end the Movement/Attack Phase on an SC, the GM disbands it during the
immediately subsequent Mid-Decade or End Decade turn. The Monarch who raised the disbanded Crusader army
may rebuild a normal army in any open controlled SC during that same Mid-Decade or End Decade turn, as long
as he or she controls sufficient SCs to support rebuilding the unit.
(g) An on-going crusade always concludes at the end of the Movement/Attack Phase.
(6) The Conclusion Phase.
(a) The Conclusion Phase occurs in the Mid-Decade or End Decade turn after a crusade has officially
concluded. The Conclusion Phase takes place only if the crusade concluded successfully. A crusade concludes
successfully if:
• a Crusader army ends the Recruitment/Deployment Phase in the objective SC or
• a Crusader army ends the Movement/Attack Phase in any SC. This is true even if the SC the Crusader army
occupies at the end of the Movement/Attack Phase is not the objective SC the Pope originally targeted.
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(b) During the Conclusion Phase, the GM disbands any Crusader armies in SCs and replaces them with
green minor realm armies. A Monarch who raised a disbanded Crusader army may rebuild a normal army in any
open controlled SC during that same Mid-Decade or End Decade turn, if that Monarch controls sufficient SCs to
support rebuilding the unit. The resulting Crusader realm is a Catholic minor. Monarchs may influence that minor
realm army by using DPs, just like they do with any other minor realm’s unit (see 2f). The Pope issues the default
orders for the new Catholic minor (see 2o).
(c) For as long as the new Catholic minor remains independent, the Christian (i.e., not just Catholic)
Monarchs who contributed directly to the successful crusade may consider the Catholic minor as “controlled” for
victory purposes only. A Christian Monarch contributes “directly” to a successful crusade if:
• That Monarch raised a Crusader army that deployed or moved into an SC that became a new Catholic minor.
• That Monarch raised a Crusader army or had a regular unit that supported the deployment/movement of
another Crusader army into an SC that became a new Catholic minor.
• That Monarch raised a Crusader army or had a regular unit that successfully cut support to a hostile unit that
would have prevented a Crusader army from moving into the SC that became a new Catholic minor.
Note that a Christian Monarch does not get credit for contributing directly to a successful crusade by
contributing DP support.
(7) The Truce of God. Over the course of the crusades, the Papacy issued several decrees intended to
facilitate the movement and provisioning of Crusader armies, and to foster a sense of Catholic community. The
Pope directed Catholic nobles to allow crusaders to cross their lands and to provide the crusaders with as much
logistical support as they could. The Church generally took a harsh stand against those nobles who attempted to
benefit from a neighboring lord’s religious fervor by moving aggressively against the crusading noble’s holdings
while he or she was away doing God’s work. The Pope automatically excommunicates a Catholic Monarch who
attempts to move or retreat a unit into an SC another Catholic Monarch controls if that second Catholic Monarch
is short a regular army because he or she went crusading (see 2r(6)(g)). The GM announces the excommunication
during the Mid-Decade or End Decade turn immediately following the offending unit’s movement or in which the
offending unit retreated. The edicts of the Truce of God cease to protect a Catholic Major at the start of the Early
Decade or Late Decade turn following the disbanding of that Catholic Major’s Crusader army.
r. Papal Bulls of Excommunication. The Catholic Church’s current position on excommunication is far less
severe than it was in the day and age College of Cardinals covers. At that time excommunication was a fearsome
penalty indeed. It meant that his or her fellow man, the Catholic Church, and even God all shunned the disgraced
person. The excommunicated individual lost any rights and privileges he or she might have enjoyed as a member
in good standing within the Catholic community. In most measurable ways, excommunication was tantamount to
a death sentence, and an eternal one at that.
(1) Excommunication occurs only if no antipopes are in play.
(2) An Italian Pope has no discretion in whether to issue a Papal
Bull excommunicating a Catholic Monarch. The excommunication is
automatic and the GM announces it during the subsequent Mid-Decade
or End Decade turn. A Pope from a Catholic Major has limited
discretion regarding whether to issue a Papal Bull to excommunicate a
Catholic Monarch. Those situations in which the Pope from a Catholic
Major has discretion are listed in summarized Figure Four. If a Pope
from a Catholic Major does excommunicate a Catholic Monarch the
GM announces it during the subsequent Mid-Decade or End Decade
turn.
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(3) It does not cost the Pope any DPs to issue a Papal Bull of Excommunication. The Pope can issue a Papal
Bull of Excommunication during the same Mid-Decade or End Decade turn he issues a Papal Bull of Protection,
Arbitration, Investiture, or Crusading.
(4) If the Pope excommunicates a Catholic Monarch, the following penalties apply.
(a) That Monarch may not allocate DPs to any Catholic minor or Crusader army.
(b) That Monarch loses all influence over the Cardinal from his or her Catholic Major. If a Monarch is
already excommunicated at the start of an End Decade turn, the GM has the Cardinal from that Catholic Major
vote for the Italian Cardinal when the College of Cardinals meets.
(c) During the subsequent Early Decade or Late Decade turn following the excommunication, the
excommunicated Monarch must order half of his or her units (rounded down) to hold. This represents the
antipathy of vassals who have lost their willingness to follow the disgraced Monarch. If a Monarch fails to order
at least half of his or her units (rounded down) to hold, then all that Monarch’s units hold.
Example 2r1. The Kingdom of France has seven units in play when the Pope excommunicates the Capetian King
during the End 1190s turn. The Capetian King must order at least three of his units (half, rounded down) to hold
during the subsequent Early 1200s turn. If he fails to order at least three units to hold, then the GM will void all
Capetian orders and all Capetian units will hold.
(5) If the Pope excommunicates a Catholic Monarch during the Mid-Decade turn, the excommunication
remains in effect until the start of the next Early Decade turn. If the Pope excommunicates a Catholic Monarch
during the End Decade turn, the excommunication remains in effect until the start of the next Late Decade turn.
(6) The paragraphs that follow provide a summary of excommunicable offenses.
(a) If an Italian Pope controls Rome, he automatically excommunicates any Catholic Monarch who
attacked Rome or supported the attack of another Catholic Major on Rome (to include convoying the attacking
unit) during the previous Early Decade or Late Decade turn (see 2n(2)). If a Pope from a Catholic Major controls
Rome and the same offense occurs, he has discretion in this matter. He may choose to excommunicate all the
Catholic Monarchs that committed this offense, some of the Catholic Monarchs, or none of them.
(b) An Italian Pope automatically excommunicates a Catholic Monarch who controls Rome (see 2n(3)).
A Pope from a Catholic Major has discretion in this matter. He may choose to excommunicate the Catholic
Monarch or ignore the offense.
(c) An Italian Pope and a Pope from a Catholic Major both automatically excommunicate a Catholic
Monarch who supported an attack by or participated in a convoy of a non-Catholic unit into a Papal controlled
Rome during the previous Early Decade or Late Decade turn. This is true whether the non-Catholic unit’s attack
on Rome was successful.
(d) An Italian Pope and a Pope from a Catholic Major both automatically excommunicate a Catholic
Monarch who supported an attack by or participated in a convoy of a Saracen unit into a Catholic controlled SC in
Outremer (see 2q(1)) or into a Christian (i.e., Catholic or Orthodox) controlled Constantinople during the
previous Early Decade or Late Decade turn.
(e) An Italian Pope and a Pope from a Catholic Major both automatically excommunicate a Catholic
Monarch who invested an antipope who lost the election in the College of Cardinals (see 2k(1) and 2k(2)).
Excommunication takes place during that same End Decade turn.
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(f) An Italian Pope and a Pope from a Catholic Major both automatically excommunicate a Catholic
Monarch who violates a Papal Bull of Protection or Arbitration during the previous Early Decade or Late Decade
turn (see 2p(1)(a) and 2p(1)(b)).
(g) An Italian Pope and a Pope from a Catholic Major both automatically excommunicate a Catholic
Monarch who violates the Truce of God (see 2q(7)) by moving or retreating a unit into an SC another Catholic
Monarch controls if that second Catholic Monarch is short a regular army because he or she went crusading. The
excommunication occurs during the Mid-Decade or End Decade turn immediately following the offending unit’s
movement or in which the offending unit retreated.
(h) An Italian Pope and a Pope from a Catholic Major both automatically excommunicate a Catholic
Monarch who fails to support the Church by giving tithes during the previous Early Decade or Late Decade turn
(see 2l(2)).
(i) An Italian Pope automatically excommunicates any Catholic Monarch who provides support to or
convoys a unit belonging to an excommunicated Catholic Monarch during the previous Early Decade or Late
Decade turn. A Pope from a Catholic Major has discretion in this matter. He may choose to excommunicate all
the Catholic Monarchs that committed this offense, some of the Catholic Monarchs, or none of them.
(j) Except for attacks on Catholic controlled Rome, Christian controlled SCs in Outremer (see 2q(1)),
and a Christian controlled Constantinople (see 2r(6)(c) and 2r(6)(d)), A Pope from a Catholic Major has the
discretion to excommunicate a Catholic Monarch who supports a non-Catholic unit into a Catholic controlled SC
during the previous Early Decade or Late Decade turn. He may choose to excommunicate all the Catholic
Monarchs that committed this offense, some of the Catholic Monarchs, or none of them. Given the same
exceptions (i.e., Rome, Outremer, and Constantinople), an Italian Pope ignores instances of Catholic support to a
non-Catholic unit into Catholic controlled SC.
Summary of Excommunicable Offenses by Catholic
Monarchs
2r(6)(a) – Attacks Papal controlled Rome or
supports/convoys another Catholic Major’s attack against
Papal controlled Rome.
2r(6)(b) – Controls Rome.
2r(6)(c) – Supports/convoys non-Catholic Major’s attack
against Catholic controlled Rome.
2r(6)(d) – Supports Islamic Major’s attack against Catholic
controlled Outremer SC or Christian controlled
Constantinople.
2r(6)(e) – Invested antipope that lost election in College of
Cardinals.
2r(6)(f) – Violates Papal Bull of Protection or Papal Bull of
Arbitration.
2r(6)(g) – Violates Truce of God.
2r(6)(h) – Fails to pay tithes.
2r(6)(i) – Supports/convoys unit belonging to
excommunicated Monarch.
2r(6)(j) – Supports/convoys non-Catholic Major’s attack
against Catholic controlled SCs (except Rome/Outremer
SCs/Constantinople).

Excommunication by
Italian Pope
Mandatory

Excommunication by
non-Italian Pope
Discretionary

Mandatory
Mandatory

Discretionary
Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Mandatory
Mandatory
Discretionary

Waived

Discretionary

Figure 4 – Summary of excommunicable offenses
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Figure 5 – Summary of the role of Pope
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3. THE MINOR REALMS
The Papal States, a Catholic minor realm that starts the game under the Pope’s control, is discussed separately in
sections 2m and 2n. The rules in this section apply to the remaining minor realms in College of Cardinals.
a. List of Minor Realms. In addition to the twelve Major Realms the Monarchs control at game-start, College
of Cardinals has twenty-seven minor realms (not including Papal States). The minor realms are neutral SCs
representing the smaller self-governing territories of Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa. The minor realms
include the following:
• Kingdom of Alba. Alba is a rival of England. Alba is a Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Principality of Antioch. Antioch is one of the three Crusader Kingdoms of Outremer. It is under the
suzerainty of the Eastern Roman Empire. Antioch is a Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Kingdom of Aragon. Aragon is a rival of Castile and an emerging force on the Iberian Peninsula. Aragon is a
Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Principality of Armenian Cilicia. Armenia is under the suzerainty of the Eastern Roman Empire. Armenia is
an Orthodox minor and starts with an army.
• Province of Barqah. Barqah gained independence from the crumbling Fatimid Caliphate of Egypt early in the
12th century. Barqah is an Islamic minor and starts with an army.
• Duchy of Brittany. Brittany is an independence-minded possession of the Angevin Empire. Brittany is a
Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Judgeship of Cagliari. Cagliari is the largest of the four realms, known as judgeships, on the Island of
Sardinia. Cagliari is a Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Cuman-Kipchak Confederation. The Cuman-Kipchak Confederation is the only minor realm that consists of
more than one space and starts with two units. The Cuman-Kipchak Confederation is a pagan minor and starts
with armies in Cumania and Dnieper Kipchaks. Special Rules: see 2f(1), 2f(7), and 5b.
• Kingdom of Denmark. Denmark is a Catholic minor and starts with a fleet.
• Beylik of Erzurum. Erzurum is another of the realms the Seljuk Turks established when they overran
Anatolia late in the 11th century. Erzurum is an Islamic minor and starts with an army.
• Republic of Genoa. Genoa is an emerging maritime power and a rival of both Pisa and Venice. Genoa is a
Catholic minor and starts with a fleet.
• Kingdom of Georgia. Georgia is an Orthodox minor and starts with an army.
• Duchy of Great Poland. Great Poland is a rival of Masovia. Great Poland is a Catholic minor and starts with
an army.
• Principality of Halych. Halych is an emerging force within Kievan Rus’. Halych is an Orthodox minor and
starts with an army.
• Kingdom of Jerusalem. Jerusalem is one of the three Crusader Kingdoms of Outremer. Jerusalem is a
Catholic minor and starts with an army. Special Rule: see 6d.
• Kingdom of Leon. Leon recently broke away from and is a rival of Castile. Leon is a Catholic minor and
starts with an army.
• Lombardy. Lombardy is the home of an alliance of cities, the Lombard League, which opposes Holy Roman
Empire lordship. The Lombard League includes such prominent cities as Brescia, Lodi, Mantua, Milan (the SC),
Modena, and Parma. Lombardy is a Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Novgorod Republic. Novgorod is a rival of Vladimir. Novgorod is an Orthodox minor and starts with an
army.
• Kingdom of Portugal. Portugal is a rival of Castile. Portugal is a Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Republic of Pisa. Pisa is an emerging maritime power and a rival of both Genoa and Venice. It is also the
most powerful political entity in what had been the Margraviate of Tuscany, the boundaries of which the College
of Cardinals game map approximates. Pisa is a Catholic minor and starts with a fleet.
• Sultanate of Rum. Rum has been a nemesis to the Eastern Roman Empire since the Seljuk Turks established
the Sultanate in the former Byzantine city of Iconium in the previous century. Rum is an Islamic minor and starts
with an army.
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• Serbian Grand Principality. Serbia is under the suzerainty of the Eastern Roman Empire. Serbia is an
Orthodox minor and starts with an army.
• Duchy of Silesia. Silesia is a Polish realm under the protection of the Holy Roman Empire and a rival of
Masovia. Silesia is a Catholic minor and starts with an army.
• Principality of Tmutarakan. Tmutarakan is loosely under the control of the Eastern Roman Empire.
Tmutarakan is an Orthodox minor and starts with an army.
• The County of Tripoli. Tripoli is one of the three Crusader Kingdoms of Outremer. Tripoli is a Catholic
minor and starts with an army.
• Province of Tripolitania. Tripolitania is under the suzerainty of the Almohad Caliphate. Tripolitania is an
Islamic minor and starts with an army.
• Venetian Republic. Venice is an emerging maritime power and a rival of both Genoa and Pisa. Venice is a
Catholic minor and starts with a fleet.
b. Establishing Control of Minor Realms. A Monarch gains control of a minor realm when one of his or her
units occupies the minor realm after retreats during the End Decade turn (see 2a(5)). After a Monarch gains
control of a minor realm, that Monarch retains control until another Monarch wrests away control of the minor
realm, the minor realm successfully rebels (see 2h), the Pope successfully invests a Bishop in the minor realm
(see 2p(1)(c)), Crusaders conquer the minor realm (see 2q), or the Monarch abandons his throne (i.e., civil
disorder - see 7).
c. Minor Realm Religious Affiliations. The game map shows the names and SCs of Catholic minors (except
Papal States) in white, the names and SCs of Islamic minors in black, the names and SCs of Orthodox minors in
yellow, and the names and SCs of pagan spaces in orange. The religious affiliation of each minor realm impacts
on what Monarchs may order them to do (see 2g).
d. Minor Realm Colors. The primary minor realm color is green. The border color of most minor realms is
light green. The border color of some minor realms matches the color of one of the Major Realms. These colored
boundaries signify the historical relationship between that minor realm and the corresponding Major Realm (e.g.,
though he acted independently, the Prince of Antioch was formally a vassal of the Eastern Roman Emperor). In
terms of game play, the colored boundaries do not denote any special rule, benefit, or advantage.
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4. SPACE NAMES AND ABBREVIATIONS
Land Spaces (spaces shown in bold are SCs)
Akhlat – Akh
Alania – Ala
Aleppo – Alp
Alexandria – Alx
Alba – Aba
Algiers – Alg
Anjou – Anj
Antioch – Ant
Aragon – Ara
Arelat – Are
Armenia – Arm
Atlas Mountains – AtM
Austria – Aus
Auvergne – Auv
Badajoz – Bad
Banu-Hilal – BaH
Barqah – Bqh
Benevento – Ben
Bihar – Bih
Bordeaux – Bor
Brandenburg – Bra
Brittany – Brt
Bruges – Bru
Bulgaria – Bul
Burgundy – Bur
Burgos – Brg
Cagliari – Cag
Cairo – Cai
Chaldia – Cha
Chernigov – Che
Cibyrrhaeot – Cib
Circassia – Cir
Constance – Cst
Constantinople – Con
Corsica – Cor
Crete – Cre
Croatia – Cro
Cumania – Cum
Damascus – Dam
Denmark – Den
Dnieper Kipchaks – Dni
Don Kipchaks – Don
East Anglia – EAn
Edessa – Ede
Erzinjan - Ejn
Erzurum – Ezm
Esztergom – Esz
Frankfurt – Fra
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Friesland – Fri
Gascony – Gas
Genoa – Gen
Georgia – Geo
Great Poland – GPo
Halych – Hal
Hamburg – Ham
Hejaz – Hej
Ifriqiya – Ifr
Ireland – Ire
Jerusalem – Jer
Kiev – Kev
Krakow – Kra
Leon – Leo
Lithuania – Lit
Livonia – Lvo
Lombardy – Lom
London – Lon
Lorraine – Lor
Marrakesh – Mrk
Meissen – Mei
Moravia – Mrv
Mosul – Msl
Navarre – Nav
Nicosia – Nic
Normandy – Nmy
Northumbria – Num
Novgorod – Nov
Nuremberg – Nur
Opsikion – Ops
Palermo – Pmo
Paris – Par
Pereyaslav – Per
Pisa – Pis
Plock – Plo
Pomerania – Pom
Portugal – Por
Prague – Pra
Prussia – Pru
Rome – Rom
Rum – Rum
Saksin Kipchaks – Sak
Salerno – Sal
Serbia – Ser
Seville – Svl
Silesia – Sil
Sinai – Sin
Sivas – Siv
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Smolensk – Smo
Styria – Sty
Thessalonica – The
Tmutarakan – Tmu
Toledo – Tol
Toulouse – Tou
Transylvania – Tra
Tripoli – Tli
Tripolitania – Trp
Valencia – Val
Venice – Ven
Verona – Ver
Veszprem – Ves
Vladimir – Vla
Volga Bulgeria – VBu
Volhynia – Vlh
Wales – Wal
York – Yor
Sea Spaces
Adriatic Sea – Adr
Aegean Sea – Aeg
Alboran Sea – AbS
Balearic Sea – Bae
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Basque Sea – Baq
Bay of Cádiz – BCa
British Sea – BrS
Caledonian Ocean – Cal
Cilician Sea – Cil
East Sea – Est
Eastern Mediterranean Sea – EMe
Far Black Sea – FBl
German Sea – Ger
Gulf of Bothnia – GBo
Gulf of Gabés – GGa
Gulf of Lion – GLi
Gulf of Sirte – GSi
Ionian Sea – Ion
Irish Sea – Iri
Jutland Sea – Jut
Libyan Sea - Lib
Ligurian Sea – Lig
Near Black Sea – NBl
North Atlantic Ocean – NAt
Norwegian Sea – NwS
South Atlantic Ocean – SAt
Tyrrhenian Sea – TyS
Uncharted Ocean – Unc
Western Mediterranean Sea - WMe
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5. NOTES ON GAME MAP
a. Impassable Spaces. All land spaces and islands that are dark gray in color are impassable.
b. Crossing Arrows. Crossing arrows allow armies to move between two land spaces that water separates
without using a convoy. A fleet in the sea space a crossing arrow crosses does not prevent an army from using
that crossing arrow. Crossing arrows do not divide the sea spaces they cross. There are eight crossing arrows in
the game:
• Between Alba and Ireland
• Between Cagliari and Corsica
• Between Constantinople and Opsikion

• Between Hejas and both Cairo and Sinai
• Between Marrakesh and Seville
• Between Palermo and Salerno

c. Constantinople and Opsikion.
(1) Opsikion has two coasts: a north coast that borders the Near Black Sea and Far Black Sea, and a west
coast that borders the Aegean Sea. When submitting movement and retreat orders, Monarchs must always specify
the Opsikion coast, north or west, that their fleets are moving to or retreating to, just as they would any other
space with two coasts.
(2) As an exception to the rule above, fleets belonging to the Monarch who controls Constantinople (the
Komnenos Emperor at game-start) may treat the two Opsikion coasts as if they are a unified coastline. The unified
coastline eliminates the requirement for the Monarch who controls Constantinople to identify that part of the
unified coastline, north or west, his or her fleet moves to or retreats to. If the Monarch who controls
Constantinople has a fleet in Opsikion on the turn he or she loses control of the SC, that Monarch submits a
retreat order for fleet during the subsequent End Decade turn that specifies the coast, north or west, the fleet is on.
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Example 5c1. The Komnenos Emperor controls Constantinople at the beginning of 1210. During the Early 1210
turn, he orders F Near Black Sea to Opsikion. During the Late 1210 turn, the Komnenos Emperor can order F
Opsikion to Cibyrrhaeot, Aegean Sea, Constantinople, Near Black Sea, Far Black Sea, or Chaldia. F Opsikion
may alternatively provide support to units in any of those locations or support another unit’s movement to one of
those locations.

Example 5c2. The Arpad King gains control of Constantinople during the Late 1210 turn. The Komnenos
Emperor submits a retreat order during the End 1210 turn that specifies his fleet is on Opsikion’s west coast. The
Komnenos Emperor must now treat Opsikion like it has two coasts. Starting in Early 1220, the Komnenos fleet on
Opsikion’s west coast can only move to or support action in Cibyrrhaeot, Aegean Sea, and Constantinople. Near
Black Sea, Far Black Sea, and Chaldia are off limits.

d. Combined Land and Sea Spaces. The Constantinople, Denmark, Genoa, and Venice spaces have both land
and sea in them. [Note that the Constantinople space includes the entire Sea of Marmara and the southwest
portion of the Black Sea.] An army or a fleet in Constantinople, Denmark, Genoa, or Venice controls the entire
space. A fleet in Constantinople, Denmark, Genoa, or Venice may not convoy.
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e. Coastal Issues:
• Hamburg has only one coast (i.e., along the German Sea).
• The Red Sea is impassable. This means Jerusalem and Sinai have only one coast each (i.e., along the Eastern
Mediterranean Sea). Cairo and Hejaz do not have a coast.
• London borders the German Sea. East Anglia does not border the British Sea.
• Though Styria did have a small coast on the Adriatic Sea, for purposes of game-play both Styria and Verona
are landlocked. Venice controls the entire coastline from the Papal States to Croatia.

f. Spaces with Two Coasts. Benevento, Papal States, Northumbria, Opsikion, and York each have two coasts.
The Monarch that controls Constantinople treats Opsikion as if it has a single coast (see 5c).

g. Boundary Clarifications. Several spaces touch each other along small boundaries. For clarification
purposes, direct movement is permitted between the spaces in the list below. Note that this list is not all inclusive.
If a question concerning adjacencies exits, Monarchs should contact the GM.
• Bruges and Frieland
• Crete and the Ionian, Cilician, and Eastern Mediterranean seas
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• Don Kipchaks and Volga Bulgaria
• Genoa and both Arelat and Pisa

• Great Poland and both Brandenburg and Meissen
• Ionian Sea and Tyrrhenian Sea

• Leon and Toledo
• Livonia and Smolensk
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h. Movement Between Denmark and Brandenburg or Pomerania. An army may not move directly
between Denmark and Brandenburg, or Denmark and Pomerania. A fleet, on the other hand, may move between
Denmark and Brandenburg, and Denmark and Pomerania.
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6. VICTORY CONDITIONS
a. A Monarch achieves a solo victory when he or she controls eighteen SCs. If two or more Monarchs
simultaneously achieve the goal of controlling eighteen SCs, the game continues until one Monarch controls at
least eighteen SCs and that Monarch controls more SCs than any other Monarch controls.
Example 6a1. After the Late 1270s turn, the Almohads and the Arpads both control eighteen SCs. Because of the
tie, play continues. After the Late 1280s turn, the Almohads control nineteen SCs, but the Arpads control twenty
SCs. The Hungarian Monarch wins because he controls at least eighteen SCs and he controls more SCs than any
other Monarch does.
b. The Capetians, the Hohenstaufens, the Hautevilles, and the Plantagenets control Antioch, Jerusalem, and
Tripoli at game-start for victory purposes only. These four Monarchs leading each Dynasty do not get additional
builds for controlling Antioch, Jerusalem, and Tripoli.
c. Christian Dynasties that contributed directly to the success of a crusade (see 2q(6)(c)) may consider any
resulting Catholic minor controlled for victory purposes only. Control of the resulting Catholic minor does not
result in the Christian Dynasty getting an additional build.
d. Jerusalem counts as two SCs for victory purposes only. It counts as one SC for build purposes.
e. If all Dynasties with units still in the game unanimously agree to concede the game to one Dynasty or
unanimously agree on a draw that includes two or more Dynasties, the game ends immediately.
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7. CIVIL DISORDER
a. If a Monarch drops from the game, the GM is encouraged to find a replacement Monarch to lead the affected
Dynasty. In the event the GM cannot find a replacement Monarch, the Dynasty has failed to provide an agreed
upon heir to the throne and the Major Realm the departed Monarch ruled lapses into civil disorder. If a Dynasty
fails, the following provisions apply:
• The GM immediately disbands all units of the failed Dynasty.
• The GM builds green minor realm units in those SCs the failed Dynasty controlled that another Monarch’s
unit does not occupy. The minor realm unit will be an army or fleet depending on the type of unit that was in that
SC at game-start. These SCs become newly independent minor realms with the same religious affiliation the
failed Dynasty had.
• If, during the Early Decade turn, a Monarch has a unit in an SC the failed Dynasty controlled, but the
Monarch moves or retreats that unit out of the SC so that it is vacant at the time the GM determines SC control
during the End Decade turn, the GM builds a green minor realm unit in the SC and that SC becomes a newly
independent minor realm.
• The newly independent minor realms are subject to the provisions of section 5. This means Monarchs can
influence the new minor realm using DPs (see 2f).
b. Once the GM declares that a Dynasty has failed, that Dynasty is permanently out of the game and no
Monarch may represent it again.
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8. A HISTORY OF THE PROTAGONISTS
Much of the material in this section of the rules comes from numerous well written and researched entries that
interested parties can find on Wikipedia.

a. The Popes:
Successors of Saint Peter, Bishops of Rome, & Holy Fathers of the Catholic
Church.
Leader: Pope Alexander III
Color: Silver (c0c0c0)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with an army in Rome
Special Rules: see 2j-2r
“I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom
of heaven” Matthew 16:18-19 (ESV, Crossway)
With these words of Jesus, taken from two of the most debated verses in the
Bible, the Popes took their authority. Jesus had made Peter leader of the Church,
they claimed, and that had been passed from Pope to Pope. Their
contemporaries in the 4th century referred to the first Bishops of Rome as
‘Popes,’ but their power was rarely secure. The most significant challenge to
the authority of the Popes would be from Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV. Pope Gregory VII declared that, because
God founded the first Church, only God’s representative had power over its appointments. This decree curtailed
Henry's ability to effectively choose Bishops and even Popes. The dispute lasted forty-seven years in total and it
was Henry’s son who eventually kneeled in the snow and begged forgiveness, facing dissent in Germany over the
matter.
By the 12th century, the battle for power between church and state was still an unresolved issue. The election of
1159, for example, saw two rival factions: one supported by the Holy Roman Emperor and one by the King of
Sicily. When the factions could not find a compromise, each elected their own
Pope. Most nobles supported Alexander III so Frederick and Alexander eventually
signed a treaty and the rival Pope abandoned his claim. Alexander decreed that
from then on, a majority could elect a Pope and a unanimous decision was no
longer necessary. Once settled, Alexander III enjoyed the advantages of being
Italian, a “neutral” Pope, if such a concept exists. However, the schism revealed
the vulnerabilities of the electoral process. Combined with tensions between the
Pope in Rome and the Eastern Patriarch in Constantinople since the 1054 split of
the Church, control of Rome is still inextricably linked to the complex political
map of the day. The next election will no doubt bring further conflicts of interest.
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b. The Almohads (AL):
Strict Unitarian Lords of the Maghreb and Al-Andalus.
Monarch: Caliph Yaqub Yusuf
Major Realm: Almohad Caliphate
Color: Brown (804000)
Religion: Islam
Starts with armies in Marrakesh and Seville, and a fleet in Algiers
In just a few years during the early 8th century, Islamic forces swept across
Iberia, al-Andalus, as far north as Gascony. Just one hundred years ago, the
mighty Almoravid Empire maintained control over much of the southern half of the peninsula. Since then the
Christian Reconquista has taken back many of Iberia’s most important cities and ports. The lands of Africa have a
new dynasty at the helm, however. The Almohads began with Ibn Tumart, a scholar and preacher who called for
radical and puritanical reform. With the political elites shutting him out, he organized a Berber army in the Atlas
Mountains. Under the leadership of the first Caliph, Abd al-Mu'min, the Almohads achieved great success, pushing
Almoravid forces back to Ifriqiya and Tripolitania. Now it is the turn of al-Mu'min's son, Abu Yaqub Yusuf. In
1170, his armies control Seville, the hub of all Islamic territory in al-Andalus within touching distance. Yusuf is a
young Caliph of a young Empire. For the Almohads, the world is
one of new and exciting opportunities.
The main question for an ambitious new ruler is simple: where next? Although Yusuf's father sent forces to
conquer Tripolitania and Barqah, there are still small numbers of Almoravid loyalists there. Beyond that lie further
African riches. But Yusuf surely knows that posterity will judge the success or otherwise of his reign by his
accomplishments in al-Andalus. For centuries the varied, loose, and constantly changing coalitions of Spanish and
Frankish princes have corroded this center of Islamic culture and wealth. If Yusuf is to forge a sustainable Almohad
Empire, Iberian territory must not only be stabilized and protected, but won back.
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c. The Anscarids (AN):
Royal Crusaders of the Iberian Reconquista.
Monarch: King Alfonso VIII (the Noble)
Major Realm: Kingdom of Castile
Color: Maroon (8b0723)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with armies in Burgos and Toledo
In 711, Moorish armies crossed the Strait of Gibraltar and invaded the Christian
Kingdom of the Visigoths. Within a decade they had conquered virtually the entire
peninsula, with only a thin strip along the North coast resisting, and pushed on
into Toulouse and Aquitaine. They did not get far though, before Frankish forces
pushed the invaders back over the Pyrenees. Thus began the Reconquista, a
movement by Christian Princes to reconquer Iberia. Progress was far from easy or swift. Small kingdoms began to
form under individual rulers. Christian counts and princes fought amongst themselves, and Muslim troops fought
back, as their own dynasties rose and fell in power.
It was not until the 10th century that Castile first won its independence from Leon’s kings. The Anscarids became
rulers of Castile in 1126 with the ascension of Alphonso VII (The Emperor) to the throne. By this time, the royal
families of Castile and Leon were deeply intertwined so, at various times in the future, war, marriage, or fratricide
would see the two kingdoms united again.
Christian-Muslim relations were not always irretrievable. After Castile conquered Toledo in 1085, the Christians
preserved the libraries and translated many of the texts, which led to great understanding and agricultural
developments. Gradually however, the Reconquista was happening. In the 1140s, Alfonso VII, King of Leon and
Castile, reached almost as far as Seville, before the Saracens forced him to retreat.
The current King of Castile, Alfonso VIII, is just fifteen, and already he has had to suppress a rebellion led by
unruly barons and reconquer Toledo. The boy’s uncle and fellow Anscarid monarch, Ferdinand II of Leon, is
married to the Princess of Portugal, though that has not stopped the two nations from fighting each other, as
happened recently when Afonso of Portugal invaded Leon, only to retreat and lose territory. Tension, therefore, still
exists between the Christian Kingdoms of Iberia. Ferdinand II and the young Alfonso eye each other suspiciously,
and each other’s realms jealously. And yet a new dynasty, the Almohads, is spreading across North Africa and into
Spain. Alfonso must decide whether to attack his Christian neighbors to grow his own strength, or to use careful
diplomacy to co-operate with them and push back the bigger Saracen threat.
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d. The Arpads (AR):
Masters of the Carpathian Basin.
Monarch: King Stephen III
Major Realm: Kingdom of Hungary
Color: White (fefefe)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with armies in Esztergom and Veszprem
The Arpads have been prominent in Hungarian politics since the Magyars first
burst onto the European scene early in the 9th century by raiding the Eastern Roman
and Carolingian Empires. Arguably the most famous of the Arpad rulers of
Hungary, Stephen I or Saint Stephen, as he has come to be known, transformed
the pagan Hungarian Federation of Tribes into the Christian Kingdom of Hungary.
At the beginning of the 11th century, the Pope recognized Hungary as a Catholic
Kingdom, complete with a dozen episcopal sees and Latin as its official language. The Arpads of Hungary viewed
themselves as the eastern limit of the Catholic West's defense. Over the next century and a half, Hungary beat back
invasions from Germany and Constantinople, conquered nearby Croatia in 1091, and captured territory from the
Venetians in 1136.
The Arpads still reign in Hungary despite challenges to their rule. One recent rival claimant from Kiev, Boris
Kalamanos, was the illegitimate son to a previous Queen of Hungary. His claim was remote, to say the least, but
over a twenty-two years period Boris gained support at times from Poland and Austria, both traditional enemies of
Hungary, and, significantly, from Manuel, the Eastern Roman Emperor. Though Boris’ ambitions came to nothing
in the end, his saga showed how willing Hungary’s neighbors, especially the Eastern Roman Empire, were to
intervene in Arpad affairs. Shortly after his succession to the Hungarian throne in 1162, King Stephen III had to
deal with his two uncles, both of whom had the support of Emperor Manuel. Fortunately for Stephen, he obtained
the aid of Frederick, the Holy Roman Emperor to the West. Frederick sent an army to support Stephen and the
problem was soon dealt with.
Manuel, however, was not ready to abandon his plans for incorporation of Hungary into his empire. Manuel,
who lacked legitimate male heirs, approached Stephen with a proposal. As a result, Stephen sent his younger brother
Béla to Manual’s court for an education and to marry Manuel’s daughter. It seemed Béla, already heir to Hungary,
was to become the next Emperor of Constantinople, a move that would not only bring Hungary under the Roman
Emperors, but gain Manuel various territories, including Croatia, in the meantime. When Manuel again attacked
Hungary to supposedly protect Bela’s birthright, Stephen received military aid from Bohemia, Austria, and Halych.
The combined armies repelled the Emperor for the time being.
Béla’s prospects changed in 1169 when Manuel produced a son. Instead of marrying Manuel’s daughter, Béla
instead married a Princess of Antioch, making him Manuel’s brother-in-law.
Given the ongoing power struggles and intrigues the surround Hungary, what is certain is that Stephen and his
successors will have to fight hard to protect their kingdom from the greedy reach of others.
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e. The Ayyubids (AY):
Ambitious New Pharaohs of Egypt.
Monarch: Vizier Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn (Sultan effective the Mid-1170s turn)
Major Realm: Ayyubid Sultanate
Color: Gold (fdd015)
Religion: Islam
Starts with armies in Alexandria and Cairo
The Nile Valley Nile was once home to the most powerful rulers on Earth.
Just two hundred years earlier, the Fatimid Caliphate ruled an Egyptian
empire stretching from the Atlantic and the Isle of Sicily, to the borders of the Eastern Roman Empire, and as far
as Yemen. Over the years, however, civil wars, droughts, famine, and rebellion have reduced the once great empire
to just Egypt. The Caliph, unable to control his army, has become just a figurehead. Instead, the viziers, traditionally
just military and political advisors, rule Egypt.
Shawar became vizier in 1162. Shawar betrayed his Caliph, made an alliance with Nur ad-Din of the Zengids,
and came back with an army to capture Cairo. He and Shirkuh, Nur ad-Din’s general, effectively ruled Egypt
together. But Shawar’s betrayal has only embroiled Egypt in yet more war and treachery. Soon Shawar betrayed
Shirkuh too, befriending King Amalrich of Jerusalem, and dragging both into a three-way war over Egypt, which
has lasted for over half a decade. Eventually, realizing defeat, Shawar set his capital alight, the flames of which
burned for eight weeks. Shirkuh drove out Amalrich and ordered Shawar killed, becoming vizier himself.
But Shirkuh was aging and obese, and died himself weeks later in 1169. Against Nur ad-Din’s wishes, the Caliph
surprisingly chose a man named Yusuf, a foreigner, to replace Shawar. Yusuf was born in Mesopotamia, had
Armenian ancestry, was the nephew of Shirkuh, and was the son of Ayyub, governor of Damascus. To give him his
full name: Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn Yūsuf ibn Ayyūb, or to the West, Saladin. The reasons for the choice of Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn are
not clear. Many assume that the Caliph thinks him young and weak, and aims to regain some power with Ṣalāḥ adDīn as vizier. Regardless, the Caliph has soon been shown otherwise. After defeating rivals, stabilizing his new
realm, and undertaking successful attacks on Crusader territory, Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn seems here to stay. In the Middle
East, the Ayyubids have arrived, but only time will tell whether they and the Zengids can rule the region together
or if tensions will overflow into war, with only one empire left standing.
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f. The Capetians (CA):
Weak Kings of France Cursed with Strong Vassals.
Monarch: King Louis VII (the Young)
Major Realm: Kingdom of France
Color: Dark Blue (0000ff)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with armies in Paris and Toulouse, and a fleet in Bruges
The Kingdom of France is complicated. The entire western division of the old
Carolingian Empire, stretching from the Atlantic Sea to the borders of the German
Princes, is ruled by one man. Now, as it has been from the Kingdom’s beginning,
a Capetian sits on the throne.
Unfortunately for the current king, he, like his forebears, cannot claim to have
personal control of other rival rulers. Although King Louis’ vassals swear fealty to him, and rarely dare attack him
openly, the reality is that Louis only directly rules the “domaine royal” around Paris. Many of Louis’ vassals are
loyal, such as Raymond V of Toulouse and the Counts of Flanders. Others such as the Dukes of Brittany, are less
so. Henry II, King of England and ruler of vast territories within France, is a great concern to Louis presently.
Louis can trace his real troubles with Henry back to the 2nd Crusade in 1147. Louis’ participation in this venture
nearly bankrupted the royal treasury and finally destroyed Louis’ troubled marriage with Eleanor of Aquitaine. The
Church annulled the marriage in 1152. Henry, meanwhile, took the throne of England in 1154, already having
inherited both Normandy and Anjou from his respective parents. When he then married Eleanor, he gained even
more of France, leading a panicked Louis to lead a short and unsuccessful war against the newlyweds. Louis married
Constance, Princess of Castile, but by 1158 still had no male heirs, and the future of France looked in serious doubt.
With options escaping him, Louis agreed to a betrothal between his daughter and Henry's son, giving the
Plantagenets a claim to the throne of France. It has not helped the relationship between the two men that Louis
currently shelters Archbishop Thomas Becket, an exile from Henry’s court.
France remains an economic powerhouse. Its climate is excellent for a variety of crops. In Paris and Bruges,
France has two of the largest, most prosperous cities in the world. However, the rule of the King of France is in
danger. In 1165, Philippe was born by Louis’ third wife – an heir at last! But the child is young. For the time being,
certainly, the Plantagenets are on top. Before the King of France can look outwards he will have to work hard to
unify his realms.
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g. The Hautevilles (HA):
Conquest Seeking “Norsemen” of Sicily and Southern Italy.
Monarch: King William II (the Good)
Major Realm: Kingdom of Sicily
Color: Teal (008080)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with fleets in Palermo and Salerno
Sicily has long found itself at the center of power struggles. Greeks,
Carthaginians, Romans, Goths, Byzantines, and Arabs have each conquered
Sicily in turn during the preceding centuries. The Normans began arriving in
southern Italy early in the 11th Century. Shortly thereafter, they started carving
out realms of their own, thereby bringing them into conflict with the Arabs,
Greeks, and Italians already in the area. One of those Normans, Roger I, conquered much of Southern Italy with his
brother, Robert Guiscard, before turning towards Sicily. It took Roger thirty years, but he finally claimed all Sicily
in 1091. Roger’s son and namesake, Roger II, continued his father’s martial ways. By 1130, he established the
Hautevilles as the ruling dynasty by uniting all the earlier Norman conquests in southern Italy and Sicily into one
centrally ruled kingdom. Roger II’s vigorous economic policy made Norman Sicily one of the richest and strongest
kingdoms in Europe. The Kingdom of Sicily’s naval strength facilitated expansion into North Africa and enabled
the Normans to raid the Greek coast at will.
As soon as Roger’s son William I (the Bad), took the throne in 1154, however, trouble loomed. Eastern Emperor
Manuel, Holy Roman Emperor Frederick, and Pope Adrian encouraged the barons in Sicily to revolt. Although
William defeated the Greek invaders and won peace with the Vatican, the revolting barons nearly toppled William
from his throne. Fortunately for William, he had enough loyal supporters to hold on to power. Unfortunately, the
turmoil allowed an Almohad conquest of Ifriqiya in 1160. Sicilian trade suffered as a result.
Now, four years after William’s death in 1166, his fifteen-year-old son sits on the throne as William II, his
mother as regent. The young king grows in confidence and ambition as he waits for that day, soon to come, when
he will be making the decisions. Already the internal problems that plagued his father are being overcome and the
Sicilian economy seems poised for a significant rebound. Though the Emperors to the North and East remain
potential threats and the Almohad Caliph is likely to contest Sicilian plans to reestablish themselves in North Africa,
the fact remains that a host of opportunities await William along the Mediterranean coastline. Above all else,
however, William knows his relationship with the Papacy is certain to have a tremendous impact on his kingdom.
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h. The Hohenstaufens (HO):
Kings of Germany and Protectors of Rome.
Monarch: King Frederick I (Barbarossa)
Major Realm: Kingdom of Germany
Color: Black (000000)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with armies in Constance, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Nuremberg, and Prague
Special Rules: see 2i
The Hohenstaufen Dynasty assumed the throne of the Kingdom of Germany in
1138 with the election of Conrad III as King. Conrad’s reign proved tumultuous.
Constant civil war and the fall-out from his participation in the disastrous 2nd
Crusade left Conrad with no real control over German affairs. True power was in the hands of the German princes.
By the time of Conrad’s death in 1152, the traditional role of the crown of Germany was in shambles.
Frederick, Conrad’s nephew, was the next Hohenstaufen to become King of Germany. Frederick was determined
to reverse the throne’s flagging fortunes. His aim, in fact, was nothing less than the crown of the Holy Roman
Emperor and the restoration of the Empire to the glory of Charlemagne, and the Romans before him. His first task
was to reunite the fragmented German half of the Empire. To accomplish this feat, he made significant concessions
to the German princes to gain their loyalty, intervened successfully in a Danish civil war, and, importantly, gained
Papal backing with the Treaty of Constance in which he promised to defend Rome against its enemies in return for
the Pope’s support of his coronation.
With Germany secure, Frederick turned his eyes south towards the rich and rebellious territories of northern
Italy. His first expedition was in 1155. That year, in Rome, Pope Adrian IV crowned him Holy Roman Emperor.
Later, however, Frederick and Adrian grew estranged as they disagreed over the relationship between the Pope and
the Emperor. Adrian was going to excommunicated Frederick, but he died before he could issue the Papal Bull.
After Adrian’s death, Frederick was embroiled in the contested Papal election. The College of Cardinals selected
Alexander III as the new Pope. Frederick supported a rival candidate, Victor IV, because Alexander wished to
diminish Hohenstaufen influence in Italy. This resulted in Pope Alexander excommunicating Frederick and Victor.
In 1167, five years after Frederick’s troops sacked Milan, the Northern Italian cities formed the “Lombard League”
against him. The Papacy threw its support behind the League.
Frederick’s biggest concern, however, is his cousin, Henry the Lion of the Welf Dynasty. The Welfs have been
the Hohenstaufen’s chief rival for the crown of Germany for decades. Though Henry supported Frederick during
the early Italian campaigns, he now seems concerned only with his own interests. Many German princes are still in
uproar over their King’s relationship with Rome. If Henry can gain allies amongst these princes, Frederick could
be facing serious problems.
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i. The Komnenos (KO):
Proud Keepers of the Roman Legacy.
Monarch: Emperor Manuel I Komnenos
Major Realm: Eastern Roman Empire (a.k.a., Byzantium)
Color: Purple (660099)
Religion: Orthodox
Starts with armies in Constantinople, Nicosia, and Thessalonica
The Eastern Roman Empire (or Byzantine Empire) is easily the longest standing
unified state in Europe. To most contemporaries it is thought of simply as the
continued Roman Empire, which divided in two in the 4th century. In contrast to
Rome, no foe has breached the walls of Constantinople even seven hundred years
later.
The fortunes of the Emperors have been mixed, however. At the death of Basil II in 1025, the Empire controlled
Anatolia, the Balkans, and the boot heel of the Italian peninsula. It also had influence over many cities and states
around the Black Sea. By the time Manuel’s grandfather, Alexios I, became the first Komnenos Emperor, the
Empire had lost virtually all its Anatolian heartland to the invading Seljuk Turks from Syria, and lost its Italian
territory to the Norman rulers in Sicily. Alexios restored the flagging Empire’s fortunes and allowed it to prosper
again. The Byzantines recaptured much of Anatolia, but the establishment of Crusader Kingdoms after the 1st
Crusade (1096-1099) complicated Alexios’ ambitions in the Holy Land.
Manuel Komnenos secured the throne in 1143 ahead of his brother and almost immediately engaged in
aggressive diplomatic and military policies. He campaigned successfully against the Sultanate of Rum, oversaw the
passage of a crusade, and made Antioch a vassal. He combined with King Amalrich of Jerusalem on a campaign in
Egypt. He fought off Cuman invasions. He negotiated an agreement with King Conrad III of Germany, his brotherin-law, to campaign against the Normans, who had been raiding Byzantine territory. Manuel, in alliance with the
Pope, invaded southern Italy thereby weakening Sicily significantly. The Eastern Roman Empire’s last campaign
in Italy lost momentum, however, when Manuel’s general deserted and Conrad died.
Manuel then looked towards Hungary, but failed to gain Ruthenian support for an invasion. With no sons,
Manuel decided to make Béla, already heir to Hungary, his own heir to one day unite the two realms. Manuel
brought young Béla to his court and claimed territory in Croatia as part of the deal. But then, in 1169, Manuel’s
young wife gave birth to a boy, Alexios II, depriving Béla. If Béla does eventually inherit the Hungarian throne,
will he fiercely resent the Empire or will cordial relations between the two men be able to continue?
Meanwhile Manuel watches events in the Middle East carefully to guard his borders and those of his vassals.
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j. The Piasts (PI):
Bitter Rivals for Supremacy of Divided Poland.
Monarch: High Duke Bolesław IV (the Curly)
Major Realm: Duchy of Masovia
Color: Magenta (ff00ff)
Religion: Catholic
Starts with armies in Krakow and Plock
The Piasts have ruled Poland since the establishment of the Kingdom of Poland in
1025. Unlike many other kingdoms of the day, the rule of primogeniture did not
determine who would be the next king. Instead, all the deceased monarch’s sons had
equal right to the throne. The son who proved the strongest became king.
At the beginning of the 12th century, Bolesław III and his half-brother Zbigniew
divided Polish lands between themselves. By securing alliances with both Kievan Rus’ and Hungary, Boleslaw was
able to dispose of his brother by 1108. Brutally blinding Zbigniew briefly resulted in Boleslaw’s excommunication,
but soon the newly crowned Prince Bolesław III (the Wry-mouthed) set about expanding his realm. After several
years of struggle, he eventually conquered Pomerania, ravaging the land and settlements, and gaining a sizeable
annual tribute. He also set about Christianizing the new land, growing his relationship with the Pope.
Bolesław III died in 1138 and by his wishes his lands were split between his four sons. Along with these four
realms, a large territory that included Krakow was named the Seniorate Province. The eldest Prince at the time
added the Seniorate Province to his own lands along with the title of High Duke and the responsibility of
representing all Poland. The system soon broke down and the brothers of the first High Duke, Władysław, fought a
civil war against him. His alliance with Kievan Rus’ secured his victory. Soon afterward Władysław captured
Masovia and pushed his younger brothers back to Greater Poland. However, in 1146, a series of uprisings against
Wladyslaw followed by excommunication forced him to flee Poland altogether, unable to defend Krakow. His
defeat left his younger brother Bolesław IV (the Curly) as High Duke at the age of just nineteen. His father had
given him the Duchy of Masovia, with its capital in Płock, and he could now add the Seniorate Province and Silesia,
which had been Władysław’s, to his lands.
In 1155, Bolesław faced an invading army from the Holy Roman Empire. The humiliating terms forced him to
become Frederick Barbarossa’s vassal. Frederick’s allies, Władysław’s sons, were also reinstated as Dukes of
Silesia. Bolesław then suffered defeat in Lithuania and, in 1164, the vassalage of Pomerania was lost to Henry,
Duke of Saxony. In 1168, the inevitable occurred and Bolesław faced rebellion from his younger brothers, who
forced him into various concessions.
Can Bolesław unite Poland and pass his rule to his son, Leszek, or will Poland remain forever weak, its princes
fighting amongst themselves? With carnivorous neighbors all around him, Boleslaw has precious little time.
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k. The Plantagenets (PL):
Rulers of England Who Are Not English.
Monarch: King Henry II Plantagenet
Major Realm: Kingdom of England
Color: Red (ff0000)
Religion Catholic
Starts with armies in Bordeaux and York, and a fleet in London
Although it is England that gives Henry II his title of King, he was born in France,
speaks French, and spends almost all his time on the continent. He was born heir
to the county of Anjou by his father. His mother, meanwhile, was heiress to
Normandy and undertook a long civil war over the Kingdom of England. In 1151,
soon after his father's death, Henry married the recently divorced wife of King
Louis of France. His new wife, Eleanor, was heiress to the southern duchies of Aquitaine and Gascony, including
the rich city of Bordeaux. After campaigning successfully against an insulted and worried Louis, a young, ambitious
Henry soon landed his fleets on the coasts of England and forced its king into submission. Henry was crowned King
of England in October 1154, thereby becoming its first Plantagenet ruler. His many realms are connected only by
Henry himself and he no doubt plans to one day divide his territories amongst his sons. Nonetheless, Henry has
found himself at the head of the most powerful realm in Western Europe.
Despite many of his possessions technically making him a vassal of the Frankish King, Henry's vast territory is
enough to significantly concern his rival. Henry has been gradually asserting his control over Brittany for a decade
and he continues to brutally suppress the Irish and Welsh. In 1167, Henry and Louis fought briefly in open war
before Henry forced Louis into a cease-fire. Henry's strength only grows as he has recently commissioned a brandnew war fleet. It seems for his next conquests he looks north, to Ireland and maybe his Scottish neighbors, but who
knows? The options available to Henry rival those of any other European leader.
Meanwhile Henry has not made friends with the Popes. In a typical assertion of royal power, Henry made his
friend and chancellor, Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury. However, Thomas has since only sought to prove
he is a true ‘Gregorian’ by opposing Henry's church policies at every turn. As a result, Henry has exiled Thomas,
who has fled to France, where he remains. Henry's place in Papal politics is still to be seen.
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l. The Rurikids (RU):
Fratricidal Players in Ruthenia’s Game of Thrones.
Monarch: Prince Mstislav II Izyaslavich
Major Realm: Kievan Rus’ (a.k.a., Ruthenia)
Color: Blue (00b2ff)
Religion: Orthodox
Starts with armies in Kiev and Vladimir
The Rus' people, like the majority of Northern Europe, were originally Norsemen.
More specifically, they seem to have originated from Sweden, the name “Rus'”
probably coming from the name for Sweden in various northern languages. In the
9th century, Prince Rurik, the Dynasty’s founder, pushed back Khazar influence
and brought groups of Slavic peoples under his control, ruling from the northern
city of Novgorod. Eventually, the Rus’ captured the city of Kiev and Prince Oleg founded the state of Kievan Rus',
moving the capital to Kiev in 882. Kievan Rus' soon prospered, grown rich from trading furs and honey, and had a
vast population. In 907 Oleg attacked Constantinople with an army 80,000 strong, a truly considerable number.
Since then the decline of Kiev has been gradual, but noticeable. The Principality of Novgorod, whose princes
were once chosen by those of Kiev, asserted its independence. No prince of Kiev is even able to settle in power,
due to the rota system in place. Instead of succession simply passing from father to son, princes move around a
series of principalities in a ‘ladder’ of importance; the eldest prince, often a brother of his predecessor, takes Kiev.
This satisfies nobody, and brutal murders, fratricide, and civil wars usually decide who rules. At best the system
supplies a series of short-lived, aging Princes. Rostislav of Novgorod, for example, was Prince in Kiev for just one
week before being driven out by another rival. It would be four years later, after further wars of succession, and
three other periods of reign, before it was his time again. Kiev enjoyed some stability, if briefly. Soon Rostislav
was dead and further strife followed.
The future of Kievan Rus’ had appeared to lay with Mstislav II, Rostislav’s brother. He had shown himself
militarily capable, with victories over the Cumans, and his marriage to a Princess of Poland provided positive
foreign relations. But in 1169 the Prince of Vladimir sacked Kiev and Mstislav fled. He now returns to claim a
tenuous grip on the throne. If Kievan Rus’ is once more to prosper, Kiev needs a Prince who can unite the city states
under his powerful headship and secure his reign long enough to look-outwards.
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m. The Zengids (ZE):
Warrior Dynasty of the Levant and Upper Mesopotamia.
Monarch: Emir Nur ad-Din
Major Realm: Zengid Emirate
Color: Tan (01b38c)
Religion: Islam
Starts with armies in Damascus and Mosul
The Zengids are a Muslim dynasty of Turk origin that Imad ad-Din Zengi founded in the 12th century. Using a
series of betrayals and ruthless assaults, Imad ad-Din carved himself an empire from the hostile terrain, hounding
his neighbors and, more than anybody else, the Crusader Kingdoms that came into being after the 1st Crusade. In
1146, Imad died how he lived, violently, and his eldest two sons, Saif ad-Din Ghazi I and Nur ad-Din, divided his
empire. Saif ad-Din did not long outlive his father. Nur ad-Din, on the other hand, has developed a name that strikes
fear into the hearts of the Outremer Princes.
Initially, Nur ad-Din controlled only the province of Aleppo, far too meager a possession for a man of such
ambition. As soon as he began his rule, he wasted no time in building his fearsome reputation. He invaded the
Principality of Antioch and simultaneously defended Edessa from an attempted recovery by its count, Joscelin. In
the process, he exiled the entire population of Christians, a decision that would catalyze the 2nd Crusade.
Unfortunately for Christendom, Nur ad-Din crushed the arriving Frankish and German Crusaders. Nur ad-Din only
grew in confidence – invading Antioch for a second time to capture more territory. In the resulting conflict, the
Prince of Antioch, Raymond, died and Nur ad-Din had his head passed around the caliphs of the Middle East. What
was left of Antioch succumbed to vassalage to the Byzantine Emperor. Nur ad-Din, meanwhile, enjoyed a symbolic
bath in the Mediterranean and went on to conquer Damascus, unifying Syria.
In 1170, however, he faces further challenges. Many of his forces lie north, standing at the gates of his younger
brother’s city of Mosul, so much on the verge of completing this conquest, that he can already consider the province
his own. Meanwhile, potential trouble brews in Egypt. While his forces defeated the untrustworthy vizier of Egypt,
Shawar, and drove out rival Amalric of Jerusalem, Nur ad-Din’s victorious general died. In his place, an upstart,
Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn, has taken control of Egypt, and is creating a new dynasty of his own. Nur ad-Din has co-operated
with Ṣalāḥ ad-Dīn, sending an army to aid in the conquest of Crusader territories, but Nur ad-Din ultimately hopes
to bring the young Egyptian ruler under his control. As Nur ad-Din weighs his next move and looks at conquering
one or more Crusader Kingdoms, it remains to be seen whether the two men can work together.
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9. GAME MAP
The Play-by-Email maps and graphics that the talented W. Alex Ronke created for these rules are
currently hosted on-line in an album on Imgur (http://imgur.com/x/XXXxX). Readers who are interested
can use Imgur to view and download full-resolution copies of each image.
In addition to the maps in this section, the Imgur album also contains:
• Example Units for all Major & Minor Powers (http://imgur.com/xxXXxXX)
• Blank Sidebar / Scoresheet (http://imgur.com/XxXxXx)
One important note regarding Imgur: some images contain transparent backgrounds, and Imgur will
display transparency as either white or black.
Readers may wish to use Inkscape (https://inkscape.org/en/) to manage their maps. If so, please
contact W. Alex Ronke (w.alex.ronke@gmail.com) for the source SVG and a basic tutorial of how to
manipulate it. This is the preferred method for generating the highest-quality maps of this variant.

a. Play-by-Email Map with Units.
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b. Play-by-Email Map with Full Space Names.

c. Play-by-Email Map with Abbreviated Space Names.
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d. Poster.

Baron originally drew the above map in 2012. He updated it with the current space boundaries for inclusion in these rules. His intent is to use the file to
create a poster.

e. Tim Hayward’s Original Map.

The map above was the first College of Cardinals concept map Tim sent to Baron in August 2010 when they began their collaboration
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10. BACKGROUND
Over the last eight years since its original concept and first draft, College of Cardinals has undergone many
changes, and a lot of work. Indeed, it took almost four years for the initial idea for College of Cardinals to become
a first play test. However, despite the myriad of changes, two core concepts have remained at the centre of the
variant.
The first was a desire to create a medieval diplomacy variant that truly captured the spirit of the age. I have
always been fascinated with Europe during the middle ages, from childhood to university study. However, with due
respect to any other creators, I found myself disappointed that I could not find a well- thought-out variant to play
to combine my love of the period with my love of the game. A good medieval variant, I knew, must be more than
a simple map-redraw, as many that I came across were.
The Middle Ages was a period of history that very much formed the Europe we know today. After the fall of the
Western Roman Empire in the 5th century, Europe disintegrated once more into its many ethnic groups. Far from a
‘Dark Ages,’ commerce, trade, and diplomacy continued to flourish. Yet kings, lords, and rulers looked at the days
of empire as a Golden Age, and tried, one after another, to recreate it. Gradually, lineages were starting to settle,
and lands once ruled by individuals were starting to be seen instead as nations. The rulers of these nations would
be in constant competition with the Pope. The Investiture Controversy, mentioned elsewhere in the rules, was a
fascinating theme underlying so much of the political intrigue and struggle inside Christendom throughout the
period. I wanted to create a variant where Pope and King were in constant tension and balance.
The second core idea, was a gameplay one. I hit upon an idea for a variant that involved players voting for a
leader from among them. I imagined the possibilities for sneaky and clever play. I also saw the value of such a
dynamic in presenting weaker players, whose positions in standard diplomacy might be considered untenable, with
possibilities to advance. The two core ideas seemed to find a union in the Catholic College of Cardinals, and thus
the variant was born!
It was a year after the original idea, in August 2010, when I first took the concept to Baron. It was the best thing
that happened to College of Cardinals. At first presentation it was a mess, with too many new ideas for one variant
and areas of the map in thorough need of rethinking (for the original concept map, see 9e). His experience and input
has been more than valuable to the process; it has been crucial. Indeed, it would have been unthinkable to list him
as anything less than an equal partner in the final product. We have spent literally years drafting maps,
compromising over rules, and pouring over statistics and numbers.
Most recently, we have done much work to adjust the role of the Pope. After observing several playtests, we
believed we had got the map about right, having put many hours in to eliminate pesky stalemate lines (here we are
indebted to Adriaan Tichler), and balanced the powers to our satisfaction. Of all the special rules, however, we
found ourselves frustrated with His Holiness Himself. While working fine at the start of games, we quickly found
the influence of the popes waning as playtests drew on, much unlike their real-life counterparts.
Our conversations were extensive: going back and forth on potential mechanisms and ideas that could make the
role of the Pope potent to the end of the game, but without putting Catholic players either at a significant advantage
or disadvantage compared to their non-Catholic opponents. Most of all, we wanted to create a situation where the
person playing the role of Pope genuinely found themselves torn between the interests of their own realm and the
interests of all Christendom, thus simulating the tension of the Investiture Controversy. We hope, and think, that
the new rules are on the right lines.
I look forward to seeing what you all do with the creation and how you use the rules and map to your advantage.
Please do get in touch with any questions or comments.
Tim Hayward, May 2017
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11. ATTRIBUTIONS
Cover: Picture of praying crusader
The Atlas of the Crusade, (New York: Swanson Publishing, 1990) 70.
Modified for these rules by Baron Powell.
Page iii: Picture of The Army of Saladin
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:L%27arm%C3%A9e_de_Saladin.jpg
Posted by Rolling Bone on 29 April 2010.
Page 1: Picture of Hugh of Cluny, Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV, and Matilda of Tuscany
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hugo-v-cluny_heinrich-iv_mathilde-v-tuszien_cod-vat-lat4922_1115ad.jpg
Posted by GDK on 24 June 2005.
Page 9: Picture of the capture of Antioch https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Capture_of_Antioch.jpg
Posted by ХОМЕПКА on 14 September 2012.
Page 13: Picture of Henry the Lion
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JindraLev.jpg
Posted by Acoma on 30 October 2009.
Page 14: Definition of antipope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antipope.
Page 20: Picture of a battle between Crusaders and Muslims
‘Le Roman de Godfroi de Bouillon,” French School, 14th century
http://www.spectator.co.uk/2016/09/are-the-crusades-over-not-for-this-biographer/
Page 25: Picture of Medieval excommunication ceremony
http://quatr.us/religion/christians/excommunication.htm.
Page 36: Picture of debate between Catholics and Oriental Christians
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DebateBetweenCatholicsAndOrientalChristiansInThe13thCenturyAcre
1290.jpg
Posted by World User 16 September 2017.
Page 37: Papacy emblem
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Emblem_of_the_Papacy_SE.svg
Posted by Gigillo83 on 8 February 2011.
Page 37: Picture of Alexander III flanked by Frederick Barbarossa and his wife
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TrioE.jpg
Posted by Acoma 27 October 2010.
Page 37: Almohad Dynasty flag
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